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The Apple Question.
There are so many matters connected

with the apple business that need at
tention at the present time that it it»
hard to decide where to begin.
I have read the articles in the Turf,
Farm & Home and other papers con

BUCK,

Dentist,
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All uiy best work warrante· t.

cerniog apples.

There seems to ΙΛ quite a general idea
that something is wrong. I am especially interested in the business as a grower,
Dentist,
having an orchard of 4000 trees, 3000 of
them I have set or grafted during the
MAINE
NORWAY,
last 14 years and am now getting front
Ο IB ce Hour·—a to 12—1 to t.
I
one to two thousand barrels a year.
have sold these apples at different times
Ham
SMITH.
in
Ρ r.
Liverpool, Loudon, Glasgow,
burg and other markets and sometimes
Attorney at Law,
sold them at home.
MAINE.
I have been in the business as a buyer
NORWAY,
Collections a Specialty. more than twenty years. The crop has
Home Block.
increased rapidly during the last twenty
vt-ars and our facilities for haudling and
If KRRICK A PARK.
maketing the crop have not kept pace
with the increase.
Attorneys at Law,
As we are still attending to the mar->
MAINS.
KKTHEL,
of crops I will speak upon that.
keting
ν C. Park
El
1er
derrick.
K.
llton
Α
Let's get at it in a nut shell. All of the
markets want apples. Do they want to
W'RIGHT Λ WHEELER,
buy them? No. How do they want
them".' They want them on consignment.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, Why? Is it in order that we may get
more money out of them or is it their
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
intentions to get more money out of
Alton C- Wheeler.
Jauiee S. Wright.
them for themselvet·?
Think this over a little. One may
&
ask a pertinent question that if I being
J. H.
a farmer find it profitable to ship my
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
own apples why should not every one?
Maine.
15 High Street, South Paris,
I will answer by showing results.
111-12.
Telephone
In the fall of ît*ÎM3 we had a very large
crop of apples. Up to that time there
Map* and Plans made to order.
had been several attempts by English
of
Map· of the tlmberlands and pocket maps
houses to es'ablish themselves as regeach county for sale.
ular receivers of apples by soliciting
Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
consignments direct from the growers.
Γρ to this time there had been but
small results.
The crop was the largest ever grown
00
up to that time and I dccided that $1
Me.
the prie·'
14 Main St., Norway,
per barrel for So. l's would be
1 bought quite an amount a'
to pay.
that price. Then the unexpected happened; the growers went to shipping
their own apples aud there was a landslide before I could get out of the wa>
and a bad loss for all concerned. My
lowest net was about .50 per-barrel bur
at that time many of the growers that
shipped from this state were getting
Lead
All Kinds of
bills of debt for freight. That is the
1

yt.
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STUART
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and
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Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

Pipe Repairing,

At a meeting of the Massachusetti
Cattle Owners' Association a few day:
ago. Professor J. W. Sanborn, one of tb<
most successful farmers of New Hamp
shire, spoke upon the subject, "Shoulc
the farmers of Massachusetts raise theii
own grain?" He said:
The clock of destiny has struck th<
hour for greater opportunities, the peo
pie of New England should adopt farm
ing. Farming has now become a science
ami as such requires broad-minded,
liberal, educated men. Only such met
Graii
can make a success at farming.
can be raised in tbis part of the country
and return a profit to the grower anc
Thi
more of it should be cultivated.
era of farming opportunities has dawn
ed. The prices for farm products arc
gradually and steadily increasing tc
keep pace with the prices for manu
factured products.
The law of diminishing returns is be
coming more and more applicable tc
farm products. Up to a certain extenl
increased cost of production will give s
proportionate increased crop. For in
stance, by doubling the cost of production on land that will produce fifteen
bushels of wheat, thirty bushels may bt
grown. This may be done several times
but the limit will be reached sooner 01
later when doubling the cost of production will not double the yield.
The New England fanner should care
for the permanent improvement of bis
farm with the view that it be the home
not only for himself, but for generations
that follow him. This can be accomplished by making the calling more attractive and alluring to the young people. This is becoming more and mure
the case. The great westward movement is gradually ceasing and the flow
*
has started the other way.
The question of farming is purely an
economical one, and as such must be
met with plans for future development.
One of the best and most economical
means for increasing production is crop
rotation. Tbis enables the farmer to
spread out his labor over practically the
whole year, both for man and team
which, in a measure, will help solve the
labor questions, which are so troublesome at the present time, in that it
enables the farmer to keep hie help the
year arouud, and permanent help is
much more reliable than transients.
Tho Now England farmer should raise
With the improved
more hoed crops.
machiuery one man can handle more
Corn can be raised
acres thau formerly.
in Massachusetts at a total cost per acre
for labor, fertilizer, seed, etc., not to
based upon a conservative
exceed
estimate, and this should yield not lees
than seventy-five bushels, which at the
present prices for grain leaves a good

did uot

bring enough

to

pay ex-

profit.
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Ely's Cream Balm

HAY FEVER

oak woodwork for closets. No
more.
goods. Call and see this line. Job
The apple business in this section is
Nc destined to be a great industry. No
to.
attended
bing promptly
section of this country possesses better
charge for team.
natural advantages and no line of agriculture can show eo large per cent of
Li. AC. Longloy,
net profit. A little later 1 will attempt
Main*. to show
a better way to store and marNorway,
ket apples.—K. L. Cummings, South

Specialist

Specialist

Forxtxteen year* 1 have fitted glaM*· to 'le
fectlre eye· an«l nothing el·»—that make· me a
•peclallat. If your eye· trouble you In any way,
ami If you want expert *Ίν1οβ In reganl to the
• tme, come to the man who la a «pecUilrt, whe
<loe« ore thing only. So charge for eye examtn.
atlona

or

consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4-

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
AtwMd 4 Fort*·, South Pari·.

Paris, Me., in Turf, Farm and Home.

Ιο the «prince, cows sometimes contract foul in the foot as the result ol
standing in the mud. This trouble may
be remedied by cleaning the apace· be
o!
tweeo che toe* thoroughly by means
Sul
a bit of cloth or a piece of rope.
phide of zinc, one dram te a half-pint ol
water, may then be applied.—Suburbat
Life.
It i· a good thing to allow the cows t<
be out-of-doors a* much as possible ii
the apring, on fair days, but they shouk
not be permitted to stray on the we
turf, which is eaaily damaged at thii
time of the year, by being cut up.Su bur ban Life.
Sow seeds of sweet pea* at the earn
time you aow green pea aeeda.—Subur

ban Lli·.

R.

Hiram

Should Farmers Raise drain?

So far I have dealt with the possibility
of the question and tried to show that
penses.
the farmer of Massachusetts can raise
This has been repeated with more or
Tslcphon· 1:14-11.
his own grain profitably. Now coming
less severity whenever growers have to
their to the question, should he raise it, 1
any great extent attempted to ship
should say that a very large class of
own apples, including the recent season.
J. WALOO NASH.
But
well posted New England farmers should.
Iu October when every
is another class, who, though they
dealer knew that shipments were too there
at
profit
might produce their own grain
heavy they tried to stop shipping and still
can make more profit to buy their
buying was almost out of the question.
some other
into
it
turn
and
The men that wanted consignments grain
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
product, like milk, cream or butter.
are still plenty with all sorts of induceNORWAY.
One great advantage of this process is
Telephone Connection.
ments such as guarantees of nets as high
that it tends to increase the fertility of
as $2 30 per barrel.
instead of impoverishing it. thus
HOLLISTER 3
One of my acquaintances shipped two the soil
making the soil yield larger and better
cars of his own growing after paying 40c
Tea
each year.—Turf, Farm and Home.
apiece for his barrels and the high crops
A iJoiy Medicine for B-asy PeopI·.
to the presand
for
handling
up
wages
Erinrs QolJea Health and Renewed Vigor.
ent time has received nothing.
Death of hot). Qeorge M. Clark
A s"V'<'ii;·· f >r Constipation. Indigestion. I.i»e
The reasons for this overcrowding of
Κ'/ema.
ν
and Kid.ι·
Ί roubles. Pimples.
Impure
lion. George M. Clark died suddenly
U:.~> t. Β.» I li ea'h. Sliigsrsh Bowels. Headache the market and the consequent collapse
of heart failure at Haddam, Conn.,
and Β tckacV. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tali- are
evident.
very
1
Genuine made by
ΛΛ ΛΛΛ
1ΛΑ
let forin. 3Λ cocci a box.
March 2. Although he had been a
1U lilUSUtllC 'JV,VW Κ»υη
Η >L· tjren Dei··» Coxfasy, Madison. Wis.
sufferer with diabetes for several years,
of apples each to ship. There
barrels
PEOPLE
FOR
TALLOW
GOLDEN NtSGETS
he had been in fairly good health and
are 100 men soliciting consignments,
his death was a great shock to his fameach oue trying to get more than the
and mauy friends. He was presiMYRON H. WATSON,
others. The result will be what we ily
the Cutaway Harrow Company,
the market Hooded and a dent of
have
seen,
Piano Tuning and Fine Repairing.
and had just made a tour of the plant,
to
the
say
growers
collapse. Suppose
and was entering his office when he fell
TEACHER OF TROMBONE.
them you want these apples to sell in
miles backwards, and when assistance reached
Itrfrr· to Charlr· D. NUry, Hoaton.
your own market three thousand
hiiu, almost immediately, he was dead.
3s>tf away, buy them and sell them as you
Norway, Maine.
His wife, who
was in bis TOth year.
like. They will not buy them in so He
was Miss Clementiua Ives Bonfoui, and
will
220,000
that
ship
they
large junks
two
daughters, E*tella £., wife of
in a single week as has been done this
Thomas S. Hubbard, and Clementina
season but if they are to have them on
wife of Elmer S. Hubbard, survive.
commission they will take them where- 0.,
of his sons-in-law were associated
ever they can get them for fear they will Bg^b
Portland Division.
with him in his business.
go to some one else.
Mr. Clark was for years one of the
When we ship apples to England the
POItTLAXD A.1D BOSTON, «l.OO.
his state, and an
is that they are sold leading citizens of
general
impression
ΜΤΛΤΚΚΟΟΜΜ f l.OO.
active and vigorous politician, holding
in open auction to the highest bidder.
offices in his town and serving
These are the facts. Only the mem important
Steamships "Governor Dingley" or
it in the legislature as representative,
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf, bers of the Fruit Buyers' Association
from his district. He
senator
as
also
Portland, week days at 7 p. m., for Bos- are allowed to buy an·! they must show vimk born in Haddam and 4iad lived there
ton.
their ticket at the door and the members
all his life. In 1S67 he began,
that can belong to the organization are nearly
with his brothers, the manufacture of
Returnlnc
limited.
and soon after
The men that receive and sell the ap- agricultural implements, Harrow ComLeave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
the Cutaway
ples are buyers also and belong to the organized
for Portland.
and became its president, an office
Buyers* Association aud get a commis- pauy,
Through tickets on sale at principal I sion for buying, that is, work b>>th ends which he has held since.
In recent years he became interested
railroad stations.
of the business aud get a commission
iu the scientific cultivation of grass, and
ends.
both
from
Freight rates as low as other lines.
his grass crops have become famous,
More than this they have a system of
and he has written extensively on the
All cargo, except Live Stock, is inrejectingHis letters have been interestsured against tire and marine risk.
A buyer examines the fruit, opens as subject.
barrel ing features of The New Englaud Farmer.
many as he wishes to. Then one
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
also made a number of addressee
is selected
indiscriminately and turned He has
Portland, Me.
about it before organizations which
out and the buyer bids as he thinks
were interested in agricultultural exbest. The sale should be final but it is
England Farmer.
periments.—New
uot.
to make reallowed
then
are
They
jection; the theory is for cause, but
Stable Ventilation.
where the owner of the goods is 3000
Basement stables are going out of
miles away the result is this.
fashion because of the difficulty of
A buyer makes bis purchase and if the
While it is
ventilation and light.
price declines through the day he proper
to keep stock warm they do
knows he can make rejections and so ecouomy
not need to be housed in a cellar to recan buy more and reject from the first
ceive
adequate protection from the
five
is
for
sale
purchases. The auction
of the weather. It is difficult
severity
this
in
sales
similar
where
per cent
to construct basement stables and avoid
five
this
but
cent
two
for
per
country are
two enemies to
limit of the darkness and dampness,
per cent is by no means the
health of live stock.
revenue the broker gets from the apples.
The importance of having stables
These charges under whatever uame
ventilated according to the latest printhey are disguised go largely to The
ciples of sanitation is now recognized by
broker.
breeders. There are many
very live stock
Association is
This Broker
devices to admit fresh air into stables
South Paris, Maine.
powerful ami it is the established chanwithout creating drafts, and stock to
nel of trade and does as well as could be
maintain robust vitality needs an aban
the
that
people
expected considering
dance of pure air.
that own the goods are rival individuals
Not only proper ventilation should be
3000 miles away that know but very
provided for stables, but also adequate
little about the conditions of the sale.
or a stable to be in semi-darkuess
We have been treated to several ex- light,
conauc- at midday indicates faulty hygienic
periment to sell outside of this
struction. All domestic animals enjoy
i· quickly absorbed.
tion but they sound to me much like
wild
the light of day. Horses in their
Gi.et Rtiiel at Once.
adventurers and I think if the people
state delight to disport on the treeless
It cleanses, soothes,
thit have shipped apples and receive*!
plains. They never seek the darkness
h-als and protects
nothing for them should make them- of
dense forests for residence, but rather
the disea.·*·*! memselves known they would find that a
the plain or mountain side, where they
brane resulting from
large part of the people that have shipcan have the glorious light of day.
Catarrh and drives
ped their apples and received nothing
Man is the child of light and many of
away a Cold in the
for them hav* been taken in by thi*
his ailments are conquered by a life in
Head quickly. Heclass. How shall we sell our apple*?
Domestic aniair and sunshine.
stores the Sennes of
I say through an organization acting in- pure
mals are appreciative of and benefitted
T^ste an l Smell, f ull siz·* .10 cts.. at Drugtelligently.
ventilation and light. The
gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
I have been in this business quite a by proper
stable tu
Ely Brothers 50 Warreu Street, New York. longtime and think I know the depth abrupt transition isfrom a dark
sunshine
exceedingly injurious
of the present system of marketing ap glaring
to the visual organs of all kinds of
pies and realize the necessity of a change domestic animals. Make the stables ro
A new Lot
all along the line.
can be filled with refreshing air
I have mentioned a few of the defects they
The best ol
of Plumbing Goods.
and cheerful light.—Chicago Live Stock
old of the present ways but there are many
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Oxford

Hubbard

of

Paris

Hill,

Charged

with the Murder of
Radcliffe of Paris.

The Evidence in this Peculiar Case

sented for the Consideration of

Edgar
again
a

L.

Pre-

Jury.

Describing the condition of the body,
Mr. Barnes stated that the left foot had
been entirely blown off, the right leg
shattered, and pieces of wood had been
b'own into the flesh and clothing. About
the body there were no serious wounds
except the gash in the throat.
Taking up tbe question of motive, Mr.
Barnes stated that two life insurance
case was opened.
Everett entered at a little after 10 policies bad been ieeued to Edgar L.
He Iiadcliffe, in both of which Wallace O.
o'clock in charge of Jailer Farrar.
is somewhat whitened from his long con- Everett was the beneficiary at the time
finement, and rather thin in flush, but of Radcliffe's death. The two policies
eeemed to be in good spirits, and greeted amounted to $3500.
Mr. Barnes occupied about an hour in
his acquaintances with a friendly wave
his opening, and tbe state's witnesses
of ttm hand.
Assistant Attorney General \V. C. were then called and sworn, and the
>
Philbrook and County Attorney Charles testimony began.
P. Barnes appeared for the state, and
Hon. John P. Swasey and Walter L.
Walter L. Gray of South Taris was
Gray, Esq., for the defence, as at the called as the first witness. Mr. Gray
former trial.
surveyed the mine grounds*and made
Three towns were lacking on the list the
plan of them which had been placed
of special jurors, and it was decided to on the
board, and the matters of locawait until the arrival of the returns
tion, dietancen, and contour of the
which were expected on the worniug
ground were goue over at length. Mr.
mail. They did not arrive, and after
Gray was also questioned, from his
work
of
the
the mail had been opened
knowledge of the works, about thoee
list
the
from
the
already
jury
empaneling
portions of the hillside on which blastin hand began, Judge Whitehouse pref
ing had been done for prospecting.
acing the empaneling by some excellent
general remarks regarding the qualifica
Scott O. Colby of Paris testified that
tions expected of a juror. Jurors were
ho was a farmer, living on the Buckcalled as follows:
Alton L. McAllister, Stoneham. Ac- field road, in the same house with his
father, a mile and a quarter from Paris
cepted.
Ac- il ill. The house is south of tbe road,
M. M. Hathaway, Woodstock.
perhaps twenty rods down a lane. The
cepted.
Rollin N. Stetson, Sumner. Challeng- road running by the mine leaves the
Buckfield road perhaps forty rods east of
ed by defence.
my lane.
Charles G. Blake, Bethel. Excused.
How far from your house to the Brown
W. M. White, Dixfield. Excused.
Chal- mine, by the road?
Frank McAllister, Stoaeham.
%
About half a mile.
lenged by defence.
The wituess was asked about the
Accepted.
Warren Smith, Dixfield.
George W. Oldham, Peru. Challenged homes iu the vicinity, and named them.
For whom was Edgar L. Kadcliffe
by state.
working in 190T?
B. F. Ridlon, Porter. Accepted.
For me and my father.
Virgil E. Fuller, Rumford. Accepted.
With whom was he boarding at tbe
R. G. Dunn, Canton. Challenged by
time of his death?
state.
With my father, who lives down
W. Π. Berry, Hebron. Challenged by
stairs.
defence.
What time did his day's work usually
A. J. Foster, Canton. Challenged by
close?
From seven to half-past.
Challenged
Fred Bennett, Buckfield.
In going to bis room, did he go
by defence.
Elisha T. Sampson, Ilartferd. Ac- through any of your rooms?
Through our kitchen.
cepted.
Did Ed spend most of his evenings at
C. F. Stanton, Oxford. Excused.
Fred E. Scribner, Albany. Excused. your house?
He did.
Cyrus T. Bonney, Canton. Accepted.
On this particular week, was he there
AlonzoB Gilpatrick, Rumford. Chalall the evenings?
lenged by state.
He was not.
W. H. Tucker, Buckfield. Challenged
Witness was unable to state which
by defence.
Fryeburg. Ac- evenings he was away, but said that durWoodman Charles,
ing the spring Ed was frequently away
cepted.
Whitfield B. Stuart, Paris. Excused. evenings.
On Thursday evening, the 13th of
Guy L. Thurston, Bethel. Excused.
the house,
Henry C. French, Rumford. Excused. June, witness saw Ed leave
Chal- carrying a bundle. It was about 7^
Randall L. Taylor, Mexico.
o'clock.
lenged by defence.
Do you know whether Ed was in the
Archie D. Felt, Woodstock. Excused.
Granville G.
Mansfield, Browutield. habit of using liquor?
He was.
Excused.
Witness told of Ed having a pint of
Charles H. Berry, Hartford. Chalwhiskey at one time in June, which be
lenged by defence.
Excused. kept in tbe stable.
Oscar E. Turner, Hartford.
What kind of an evening was the 13th
ChallengRufus J. Virgin, Rumford.
of June?
ed by state.
Dark.
Ernest H. Morrill, Mason. Accepted.
Did you near an explosion/
Leon M. Small, Mexico. Excused.
I did, about a quarter of ten.
S. I. French, Bethel. Excused.
Witness in answer to questions said
H. H. Crockett, Woodstock. Accepttbat he bad seeu Wallace Everett at his
ed.
r.*house twice during the spring of 1907.
George D. iviuuer, Kumtora.
Ed went away with him both times.
cused.
Who made the trade with Ed?
Charles H. Prince, Buckfield. ChalI did.
lenged by defeace.
What was the price?
Ellis Delano, Canton. Accepted.
Fifteen dollars a month.
Will S. Marble, Dixfield. Challenged
How fast did he take up his wages?
by state.
As fast as he earned them.
L. D Pride, Waterford. Excused.
Witness was at the mine the Sunday
Benjamin I). Packard, Peru. Chalafter the explosion, with Everett. I
lenged by state.
Albert Ν. Felt, Woodstock. Excused. asked Everett if Ed didn't try to get out
He said
Wilfred A. Hersey, Norway. Chal- of the little dynamite house.
Ed didn't make a sound till he got down
lenged by defence.
Ellis Whitman, Buckfield. Excised about two rods, then he thought he
W. W. Goodwin, Mexico. Accepted. heard him swear.
Cross-examined by Mr. Swasey, Mr.
Mr. Goodwin was the twelfth man
its Colby stated that he had known only of
sworn, but the defence, exercising
while
right, challenged Warren Smith of Dix- Ed's having one pint of whiskey
field and Virgil E. Fuller of Rumford. at work for him.
went
You don't know where he
'The empaneling then proceeded.
E. C. Bowler, Bethel. Challenged by nights?
No.
defence.
What did he leave at your house?
Dana Richards, Mexico. Accepted.
Two pair of shoes, stockings, a wagon,
George Porter, Dixfield. Challenged
harness, a lantern.
by state.
Were you away from home that evenI. W. Mason, Mexico. Excused.
The second trial of Wallace G. Everett
Paris, charged with the murder of
Edgar L. Radcliffe of the same town, on
the 13th of June, 1907, opened in the
Supreme Judicial Court Tueeday morning, after the trains had brought in the
special jurors summoned. The court
room was comfortably filled when tue
of

George C. Cole, Jr., Greenwood. ing?
I went
Challenged by defence.
with one
Elmer H. Yourffc, Bethel. Excused.

down into the sheep pasture
of the selectmen.

Excused.
Henry Warren, Denmark.
John J. Towle, Dixfield. Challenged
Charles H. Colby, father of Scott 0.
by state.
Colby, testified to Ed's eating supper
Clarence K. Fox, Bethel. Excused.
with him on the evening of the 13th,
Peter G. Barrett, Peru. Excused.
Chal- about quarter past 5.
Frank E. Gordon, Andover.
What did you have for supper?
lenged by defence.
White bread and butter, tapioca pudFred C. D»vis, Fryeburg. Accepted.
cold beef.
The jury was thon complete, 50 jurors ding, tea,
Any potato?
secure the twelve
to
called
been
having
No.
Ellis Delano of Canton was apmen.
The cross-examination of this witness
pointed foreman by the court. The jury
by Mr. Swasey was devoted largely to
as finally empaneled was as follows:
questions regarding what the Colbys had
Elite Delano, Canton, Foreman.
for supper on the 12th and the 14th of
Alton L. McAlllstir. Stoneham.
June, and for dinner on the 13th, to
M. XI. Hathaway, Woodstock.
which questions he did not get very
15. K. KM Ion, Porter.
EU-tha T. Sauipeon, Hartfonl.
definite answers. He also pressed the
Cvrue T. Bonney, Canton.
wituess somewhat as to the hour of supWoo<iman Charles, Fryeburg.
Ernest H. Morrill, Ma»on.
per on the night of June 13th, but Mr.
Wooilstock.
H. II. Crockett,
Colby insisted that he looked at the
W. W. Goo'lwln, Mexico.
clock while they were at supper, and it
Dana Klcharls, Mexico.
He stated in
was quarter past five.
Fre 1 C. Davie, Fryeburg.
answer to questions tbat he had potatoes
had
occupied
The drawing of the jury
in the cellar; that he had a few Hen
two hours or more, and it was rather
which some called
was
it
when
time
completed. Davis apples there,
late dinner
"cork stoppers"; that Ed might have
of
Eiet
Bartlett
M.
J.
Sheriffs
Deputy
eaten some of those apples, but he didn't
Stoneham and C. W. Shaw of Buckfield
believe he did.
were placed in charge of the jury, and
Did you know when Ed brought the
its members were told by Judge Whitelantern there?
house that they would be allowed no
I did not.
others
with
except
communication
Did he have any drills or other tools or
through the officers. Court then adproperty from the mine?
journed for the noon hour.
iiot that I know of.
Immediately after dinner County AtThis cloeed the Tuesday session. Wedthe
case for the
Barnes
opened
torney
morning Mr. Colby was recalled
state. The court room was filled, many nesday
by Mr. Swasey and asked how it hapstanding.
that be testified at the former
Mr. Barnes stated that the state's case pened
trial that it was half-past five when they
must rest upon circumstantial evidence,
that it might
ate supper.
World.
and dwelt at eome length upon the point
have been half-past five when they got
that it might have more force than direct
supper.
Farmers' Proverbs.
evidence, if the circumstances all pointed through
By Mr. Barnes: Was your attention
1. Always have something growing the same way.
called by me, a few days after the 13th,
The location and general situation of
on the soil and something decaying in
to the matter of what you had for supHill
on
Crocker
the Brown mining plant
the soil.
of Edgar L. per on the 13th?
2. The soil is the cemetery of ages in Paris, where the death
It was.
Radcliffe occurred, was described, and
and the life of all that is to come.
By Mr. Swa*ey: On what day?
several
of
the
situation
the
building?,
fura
who
3. The man
straight
lays
It may have been Monday, I couldn't
be more likely to be a God- roadn, etc., at the mine, was set ont.
row will
few days after.
The only person on the hill the night say—a
fearing man, a better citizen and a
tell his story is
truer neighbor than if content with of the explosion who can
the respondent, who was caretaker at the
slack work.
Albion W. Andrews of Parie testified
4. Clover is the foundation of all mine, and lived in the 9"k house. At that he assisted in building the litMe
an
that
o'clock
about
10
night
explosion dynamite house, and described it. It
agricultural prosperity, and it must ever
was heard, the sheriff was called from
be our salvation as farmers.
was 4x0 feet, 0 feet high in front and 4
wen1
a
of'men
with
and
Paris
posse
Hill,
for moisture is fui
5. The fight
in the rear, shed roof. The walls were
was
what
site
at
the
At
the
mine.
to
boarded when we left it. There was no
greater than for fertility.
Live stock offers the only solu- called the little dynamite house the) window. There was a door at the northβ
a hole
the
of
the
house,
found
it
but
fragments
the
tion of
affticultural problem,
east corner.
distance I
must be backed by brains and critical in the groand, and lying a short
the still living body of Edgar L
south,
oversight.
hour later
7. Man's necessity is God's oppor Radcliffe, who died about an
Wiggin L. Merrill of Norway, photogwithout having spoken a word.
rapher, identified certain photographs
tunity.
and
next
the
was
held
An
day,
made at the scene of the explosion on
inquest
8. Always sell a finished product.
9.
The single feed of hay for a horse the body was turned over to the under the 18th of June, the Tuesday after
:
the explosion. There was a contest ol
if sold, takes more away from the far η taker. The undertaker discovered
gash in the throat which led his relative' 1 counsel over the admission of the photothan a ton of butter.
Aftei
10. For the man who does not havi > to think that his throat was cut.
graphs, Mr. Swasey claiming that the;
ambition there's always a lion in thi the funeral an autopsy was performed were deceptive as to the distances, bul
1
inserted thne fingeri they were admitted and passed to the
way.—Andrew Elliott in New Englant 1 and the surgeonclear
to the backbone.
Into the wound
jury for examination.
: Farmer.

He_replied

Did you And any other bottlee there? very distinct as to the conversation, is it?
Yes.
I No, it'· not. I haven't refreshed mj

and one-half miles east of Paris Hill, on
the night of the 13th of June. Was accompanied by Mr. Bachelier, Mr. WinsThe call
low, and Elmer Cummings.
came soon after-10 o'clock, and we arrived at the mine about a quarter of
eleven. Mr. Everett stood in one of the
doors of the mill. He had a rifle in his
band, and a lighted lantern on the flour
beside him.
We went up through the mill, and
started to the little dynamite house. Mr.
Everett started with us, £nd Mr. Bachelier sent him back after more lanterns.
Witness described finding the hole in
the ground at the site of the little
dynamite house, scattered pieces of
boards and corrugated iron around. The
body of Radcliffe lay about eighteen feet
south of the bole, lying head toward the
road, on its right side. I did not recognize the body. Radcliffe was still alive,

recollection since that

What wae in them?
I called it maple syrup.

Edwin S. Jones of South Taris, assistant undertaker, testified to attending the
body of Radcliffe at Paris Hill. He described the condition of the body, and
identified the garments removed from
the body, which had been cut some to
The lower portion of
remove them.
the garments particularly was badly torn
to pieces, the bottom of the legs being
entirely gone. The right shoe has a nail
driven nearly through the sole.
Mr. Jones described his treatment of
the body, including a partial embalming.
On cross-examination Mr. Jones stated
that there were bruiees on the left side
of the face, but none on the right.

:

day.

James L. Chase, a member of the
coroner's jury, testified that Everett said
be knew it was Radcliffe he shut into the
building, he kicked and swore so.

M*

Charles A. Howe of Norway,

a black·
testified that he was employed or
i the Brown mine from June, 11XX), until
after the explosion. He had boarded
part of the time with Wallace Everett at
the cook bouse.
Were you working the week of the ex-

smith,

plosion?
Yes, sir.

What were you doing?
Blasting on the crystal cut.
Where were you boarding at that tin» ?
At borne.
Were you'u-ine dynamite on the crysMies Grace Thayer, of Sonth Paris,
tal en: Thursday ?
undertaker, and employer of Mr. Jones,
Yes.
testified that she first saw the body on
Where did you get it?
washbeen
had
after
it
afternoon,
Tho
Friday
Of Mr. Everett.
ed.
Did he bring dynamite to you on the
made with
Did you notice tbe cut in the throat?
crystal cut that weik?
I did.
Cream of Tartar
He did.
How long was it?
How much did you order?
About two inches.
Three sticks.
Did you sew it up?
What did he say?
I did.
He hadn't enough at the littl^ dynaHow many stitches?
mite house, and would have to go to t!:e you worked ther··?
Soven or eight.
The witness guessed from three to Ave
big dynamite house for it.
Did you do any other work on ii?
Did he bring the dynamite?
quarte.
No, sir.
Yes.
Where did you get it?
Did you examine the wound internally?
In which direction did be come?
Bought it of Everett.
No.
From the big dynamite house.
Mr. Swasey purnued the inquiry relaWhat time did you leave the works tive to the piece of fus··.
That was in tho wheel track?
Loren B. Merrill of Paris Hill testified: Thursday?
About 4 o'clock.
Yes, sir.
Occupation, mining for gems in summer,
Where was Mr. Everett when you IIrat
And wasn't there a stone on it?
Have been
cutting gems in winter.
saw
him
Friday morning?
Yes, on one end of it.
working at this for about eighteen years.
Near the junction of the roads. He
How long after the explosion did you
Have you handled dynamite?
was coming from the mill with James find it?
1 have.
Gibbs.
Several days—when Dr. Bradbury and
How many years?
What did Everett say?
Dr. Littletield w>re up there.
Eighteen years.
He said Ed got blown up there the
Wasn't it nearly a week aftet?
What brand do you use?
It may have been.
night before.
Atlas.
about
told
Had
Everett
And you hunted that ground all over
you previously
Tiio method of preparing and tiring
there?
Ed
Kadcliffe
being
the dynamite was reviewed. Mr. Merrill
Friday?
Yes, sir.
Yes, sir.
said that he had dropped sticks of dynabefore?
How
Was that fuse there tho lirst time you
hole.
long
mite into a ten-foot drill
I think be said FM was there the night went over the ground?
Were you one of the coroner's jury on
before.
I d'in't think it was.
the Radcliffe inquest?
%
How many times had Everett said that
Did you put it there?
I was.
No, sir.
Did you visit the scene of the explo- Ed was there on the mine, from the 10th
of April?
The situation of the blood spots and
sion?
I can't say how many times.
the body a* pointed out by Everett was
I did, on Friday, the day following the
What did he say about Ed's being reviewed, and court then adjourned for

just breathing.

POWDER
Pure
Absolutely

While we were there Mr. Everett told
He said that
what had happened.
there was a party round the hill, that he
followed him up the hill to the little
dynamite house. The man went in,
came out again, lighted a match, and
went in again, when Everett went up and
fastened him in.
Ât 11 o'clock the body was still breathing—just breathing. At quarter past
eleven be bad stopped breathing.
At what time was it identified as Ed
Radcliffe?
After the coroner and doctor got there,
about 1 o'clock.
Coroner William J. Wheeler and Dr.
Littlefield examined the body, and it was
then taken to my store on Paris Hill.
Mr. Everett was left at the mine.
Mr. Wheeler was the coroner in charge
of the inquest, which was he'd the next
day. The county attorney was not at
home, and was not notified of the inus

only baking powder
Royal Orapo

No Alum, No Lime Phosphate

quest.

Mr. Hubbard identified ajackknifeas
given to him Saturday morning.
June 15th, by Mr. Bachelier. The knife
was open, and had reddish brown stains
on
it. The knife was delivered to
Professor Robinson at Brunswick. I
also took to him a pail, said to contain
the stomach of Radcliffe.
Did you notice blood stains on the
ground the night of the explosion?
Witness replied that ho saw two spots
of blood, nearer the hole in the ground
than the body lay.
Did Mr. Everett tell you anything
about where he was when the man went explosion.
The situation at the scene was re- there?
into the building?
One time he said Ed was over and
viewed.
He said he was about a rod away when
stayed to supper. Another time he said
What was the diameter of the hole?
the man went in.
Kd was over and wanted some money.
Twenty to twenty-two inches.
Mr. Hubbard related picking up a
Witness was asked about what Ewrett
How deep?
bundle in the fork of the road at tho
said about Ed being at the mine on the
Ten or twelve inches.
mine.
Were
there when the earth was night before the explosion, and repealed
Cross-examined: now did you get shoveled you
Everett's story of following Ed around
over?
your information regarding the explothe night of the 12th.
I was.
sion?
Did he tell you of Ed's being there inWas it thoroughly done?
Mr. Winslow notified me.
toxicated?
It was.
exact
Witness could not ncall the
Yes, he said Ed was there drunk one
Were there splinters of wood in the
conversation made by Mr. Everett that hole?
and ho had to take him home.
night
Everett's
Mr.
of
night. The details
Did Mr. Everett have intoxicating
I didn't see any.
over
were
that
as
told
gone
storv
night,
W:»e the land in any direction free from liquor on the premises?
on cross-examination point by point.
Yes, sir.
debris?
Everett said be had got down about
Have you bought it of him?
More so northerly of the hole.
—
to the trestle when the explosion came.
Yes, sir.
Mr. Merrill testified to finding tie
Asked as to whether the appearance
than once?
More
clasp which was in the case, which he
of the ground indicated that the body
near the hole in the ground.
Yes, sir.
up
picked
had rolled into the hole where it lay,
Do you know h«w the little dynamite
Did you find any padlock?
Mr. Hubbard said, "I should say not."
house was locked?
No.
examinaa
There was quite
lengthy
With a padlock, clasp and staples.
Did you search for one?
tion by Mr. Swasey relative to the deWho furnished the staple»?
Yes.
tails of the scene at the mine and the
I made some for it, I don't know
Did you see a sheet iron stove?
surroundings of the hole in the ground,
whether they were used.
I did.
covering details, without developing
Who asked you for them?
How far from the hole in the ground?
Mr. Everett.
anything of special interest.
I should say from twenty to twentyHow long were they?
five feet, southerly.
Four and five inches.
What was in the stove?
On Friday morning Jamie Gibbs ami I
William J. Wheeler of South Paris,
Excelsior, two sticks of thirty-three
on the crystal cut till about halfthe coroner who was in charge of the
pet cent dynamite, and Home parts of worked
Radcliffe inquest, testified to going to sticks.
past eight. When the coroner's juryto the scene
the scene on the night of June 13th on
Did you see any other dynamite then·? came over, we went down
were around there
the summons of Dr. Littleileld. From
Yes, one or two parte of sticks, a few of the explosion, and
the rest of the forenoon.
Paris Flill they were accompanied by feet from the hole.
Ho related llndiug the ji
When Everett returned from the insome others.
The iron bar which had been introthe
from
feet
nine
or
Mr.
duced in the case was identified by
quest, what did you do?
body*some eight
Went up the hill, to look after Ε i'>
hole in the ground. Dr. Littlefield was Merrill as having been picked up by
the first one to touch the body. The him.
foot, with Everett and Jamie Gibbs.
Did Everett show you where EdV
position of the body was described, ί Did you hear Mr. Everett say anything
body lay?
lying on it* right side turned somewhat { about thai?
toward the ground.
1 ex, lit] IUIII un II nu uuo nu uo. ^
Did be lio down to ehow you?
Mr. Wheeler testified to observing two making up small dynamite charges.
the
than
hole
the
Yes.
nearer
blood pools
Did you pick up any shreds of ilesh or
Tbe positions of several of the blood
body.
I bone?
•Did you notice any wounds on the
spots were shown by Dotes made by
I did.
witness from measurements at the time.
face?
Where were they?
Four blood pools were located, the far
Yes, some scratches on the face, and
Northeast of the hole in the ground.
from the
in the right side of the neck a rtoep cut.
Pieces of felt and cloth were also pro- thest being 16 feet 8 inches
Where was Mr. Everett while you duced, which he picked up in the same hole, the nearest about 8 feet.
arouul
all
much
Did you search pretty
were examining the body?
locality.
Near by, I couldn't tell exactly where.
Did Mr. Everett relate his story to the the bole for the foot?
We did.
Did Mr. Everett make any statement coroner's jury?
Find any fragments?
that night as to what had happened?
He did.
□e said that he heard his horse make
Some, northwest and northeast of the
Mr. Merrill related Everett's story of
He put on his rubber the
a peculiar sound.
night's happenings, substantially as hole.
What did you find there that attracted
boots and went out, followed a man ! given by other witnesses.
around the mill. The man tried the
Did he state who it was he was follow- your attention?
A knife.
doors of the mill, then went up to the ing?
The knife was shown, and identitied.
little dynamite house. Everett followHe stated that be supposed it was Ed
off
Who found it?
ed him, saw the man pry the clasp
Kadcliffe.
That's hard to say.
the dynamite house and go in. He
Mr. Merrill testified to seeing the
What did you find before that?
came out, lit a match as if looking for
damper eagle lying on the ground a few
Tbe eagle.
something on the ground, went in again, feet south of the hole. It was not pickWho first spoke of the eagle?
came out the second time, lit a match ed
up. He did not see a knife near it.
Gibbs.
and looked on the ground. When be
The general facts of the coroner's inWho picked up tbe knife?
went in the third time Everett went up
were reviewed, without important
quest
Everett.
and fastened the door with a plank and developments.
I
What did he say?
two boards braced against the door.
Did you hear Everett describe what
dis"I never see that knife before. That
asked him if the man made any
was in the dynamite house?
knife. What in
when
but
turbance. He said not then,
He said there was a stove, and a shelf must have been Ed's
the world do you suppose he could bo
he cot down a short distance the kicking that be worked the dynamite on.
said Ëd must have
and swearing began. I asked him if he
Did be say how much dynamite there doing with il?" Ile
been using it to cut the staple out.
knew who it wae that was shut in, and was in the bouse that night?
How mucb of the knife could yuu see
be said he did, it was Ed Radcliffe.
He said six sticks, besides what was in
before it was picked up?
Asked about the things which Everett the stove.
Most tbo whole of it.
brought to the inquest, Mr. Wheeler
Cross-examined, Mr. Swasey went over
How near the eagle damper was it?
stated that Everett brought a clasp tbo scene around the hole in the ground.
Vot more than three or four inches.
which he said was the clasp of the dynaDid you find any turf in the hole?
Did Mr. Everett (suggest that you look
mite house door, and an iron by which
I don't think I did.
for anything else?
he thought was used in prying off the
Did you find any leaves?
Yes, Ed's pocketbook.
clasp. These were left on the mantel at
No.
What was done with the knife?
the Hubbard House, after the inquest,
Did you find anything in the bole exIt was left there then.
also a bundle of clothing picked up at
cept what was under the turf?
What was tbe condition of it?
the mine property.
No.
Tbe bit; blade was open, and tbe knife
Did you hear Mr. Everett say how reWhen you drop dynamite into a drill
cently Ed Radcliffe had been on the hole, how large a drill hole did you use? was bloody.
Since the explosion, have you found
mine property?
A two-inch-and-a-quarter hole.
He said he had been there a number
any fuse around tbe
™
of times, and was there a few days boYes, sir.
Moses P. Stiles of Norway testified to
A piece of fuse was shown bin), which
forn the explosion.
Mr. Wheeler being at the mine Monday forenoon fol- he said he found in the road, northwa:d
On cross-examination
Mr. Everett
from the hole, about twenty feet.
stated that the inquest was held on Fri- lowing the explosion.
a statement regarding the occurCross-examination:
day, the day after the explosion, and the made
said
Everett
of
rences
the
Thursday night.
What is your age?
death was called an accident, and
the
from
stolen
been
had
there
things
Thirty.
"b.tdy was turned over to the undertaker
a man
followed
bad
he
and
property,
flow long have you worked blasting?
aud relatives.
around the grounds the night before the
Two or three months.
Was Mr. Everett at the inquest?
explosion.
When you went there in April, Mr.
Ile was.
Everett's story of the Thursday night Everett was there?
Told his story there?
occurrence was then related.
He did.
Yes, sir.
Did Everett say who it was that was
When did you begin to board with
Did he answer all questiuns fully and
shut into the dynamite house?
him?
frankly?
He said he knew it was Ed Kadcliffe.
I forget tbe exact date.
He bad more difficulty answering
the
Flow long did you board with bi m in
Borne of the qi^Btions than he did
night before.
Col. Elliott C. Dill of Portland, who all?
But you considered it an accident who was with Mr. Stile· at the mine, told
About three weeks.
Did you sign an order with Gibbs and
without question?
substantially the same story that Mr.
Everett for liquor to be sent from KenWe did.
Stiles bad told of what Everett said.
Did Everett at any time refuse to tuck}?
No, sir.
answer any of your questions?
Did you divide up with Gibbs and
Wilbur L. Farrar of Soath Paris,
Ye«, he seemed at first very willing to
some liquor that came from
jailer, testified to arresting Everett in talk, and later said that he wasn't to say Everett
oftMon- anything about it, that the boys would Kentucky?
company with Sheriff Hubbard
No, sir.
day following the explosion at the mine. tell me about it. He said that the folks
How much did you have in the time
Mr. Everett delivered his keys to Jamer had told bim not to talk.
Gibbs. Mr. Everqftt was here in charge
one

■ u

building?

of the grounds.
On Tuesday I went np to the scene ol
the explosion.
I searched the cook house that day.
In the cellar under tbe hunk room 1
found two barrels partially filled witt
win»
apples. In the bunk room were

Spring Humors

effete matters accumulated
in the blood during the winter cause in the
spring such disfiguring and pàinful troubles
also
as boils, pimples, and other eruptions,
weakness, loss of appetite, that tired feeling.
The best medicine to take is Hood's
which thoroughly cleanses the

Impure

pint flisk, two Eagle blasting
glasses,
caps, padlock and key, a black handler
knife and two pairs of overalls.
A padlock and key were shown thi
a

as those found ii ι
the bunk room.
Tbe glae<ee and flask were in a largi ,
b >x lat.ek'd Wallace G. Everett, from—C

witness aud identified

Newport, Ky.

In the siuk room was another bo; :
ahout the same size, with the same label
;
There were also in the room two long
necked quart bottles.
In the cook room was found an oh
padlock, which wan fitted by one of th
keys on tbe ring Everett had.
Cross-examined: How many bottle

!

did you find?
Two, in the sink room.
What waa in them?

ftm

Cross-examined: Your memory is noi

They were empty.

sheriff of Oxford County, testified to being called to the Brown mine, about two

or

Sarsaparilla,

blood, and effects permanent

cures

by giving

healthy functional activity to the stomach,
liver, kidneys, bowels and skin.
Sarsatabs are Hood β KartADAruia in
chocolated Ublet form. Thoy have Identically
the iim« curative properties as the liquid form,

beiidet accuracy of dnee convenience, economy,
or eakage.
no lo·· by evaporation, breakage,

»· °l

or

φψ^δίϊϊΑ Mm..

Mrs. L. Blckford. Uossvme. w. χι., s*ys
"Every spring 1 wM completely prostrated
run down, from dyspepsia and that tired feel
But I have found Hood's Sarsaparilli
in&.
helps me from the first dose. Completel)
restores good health and strength.

Wednesday night.
Thursday morning

the cross-examinaresumed, and Mr.
him
closely as to why
Swasey questioned
he had made measurements of the distances of ti e several blood spots, asking
him if he was doing it to prepare himself
He said he was not.
to act as a witness.
Mr. Swasey did nut continue the crossexamination at length.
On re-direct Mr. Howe said that after
the inquest he found the clasp and iron
bar in the stable, lying <>n the sill with
a little hay over them.
tion

of

Howe

was

James W. (iibbs of 1'aiis Hill testified
that he was emp'oyed on the Brown
mine from some time in 1900 until after
the explosion. He had charge of the
blasting and drilling. On the day before the explosion, he was working with
Charles Howe on the crystal out.
He remembered Rending for some
dynamite either the day of the explosion
the day before. Wallace Everett
or
brought it from the direction of the big
dynamite house.
Witness related meeting Everett at
the mine the morning after the explosion. He asked Ev-rett what they'd
been doing the night before, and Everett
κ,iid Ed Kadcliffe was there the night
before, and got blowed ail to hell.
Witnessed shoveled over the dirt in
the hole when the coroner's jury was
there, and found n«> splinters of wood or
other foreign substance in it.
Witness said that inside the little
dynamite house there was a shelf, and a
b!ix which was a continuation of the
shelf, used to keep the dynamite in
Witness related the search for Ed's
foot, and the finding of the eagle damon
Friday. Wallace
per and the kuife
Everett discovered tho knife when he
stooped to pick up the eagle. His testiHowe.
mony was similar to that of Mr.
How did Everett act?
That would be hard to say.
What did you say to him about his
actions?
I told him he acted nervous.
What did he say?
lie said, "My God, why shouldn't I ba

nervous?"
Gibbs testified to finding some Eagle
blasting caps a few feet from the hole
the next morning after the explosion,
and produced two from his pocket.

Witness testified that Everett had told
him of Eil being at the mine on several
occasions. Ile also said he had himself
there at noon, in the cook
seen Ed
house.
Did Everett over fell you about EU
being there in the night?
Yes, he told about Ed being there the
night before.
What did ϋβ s;iy aûout 11/
lie said Kd wan o.er there the night
before, and if lie came over again he
would get t hole through him.
Did >ou assist Mr. Brown in searching
the cook house?
I did.
What did you find under the tloor of

the cook room'.'
Some longneckers.
Empty or full?
Full.
Do you know what was in them?
No.
Have you
purchased whiskey of
Everett?
I have.
On the mine property ?
*
Yes.
On Monday morning following the explosion, where did you seo Everett?
In the door of tlie mill.
What did he do?
He caught ιηο round the head, and
d
"G
you, Jim, I am a good

said,

mind to kill you."
Did he have anything in his hand?

A knife.
had
Cross examination: Have you
any means of refreshing your memory
since you testitied before in this case?
No, sir.
Testified twice before, haveu't you?
Yes, sir.
<ffi your first testimony, did you make
this reply when asked what Everett said,
that ho said "Ed broke in and was

blown up?"

I can't say.

Keadiug

answers

of the witness, at tbo

preliminary hearing and the first trial,
trial,
varying from his answers at this
if
re-

he
Mr. Swasey asked the witness
membered nuking those answers. To
most of them ho replied that he did not
remember making those answers. The
cross-examination proceeded no further.

Llewellyn J. Lewie of Parie, formerly
employed on tho Brown mine, testified

to furnishing a lock to Everett which ho
said he wanted for tho little dynamite
house, and identified a lock shown him
as similar.
Witness tes'ified that Everett had told
him about Ed's bving over at the mine,
and had also said he heard that Ed waa
coming over to do him up.
Witness testified to flrding near the
hole in the ground, on the day after the
explosion, a piece of fuse, some primera,
and some small pieces of dynamite.
The piece of fuse was produced and
identified as having been picked up by
him about six feet west of the hole, and
having an odnr of saltpetre.
Cross-examination of this witness wu
without a«y notable feature.
Emulus Benson of FNiris testified that
he had been caretaker on the Brown
mine since last June, and has the key·.
He was shown one of the locki in the

(Continued
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ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOU ΓΙ1 PARIS, MAINE, MAR. 24, 1908.

ATWOOD

&

A. E. ΓΟΒΒΚ8.

UlCOBOB M. ATWOOD.

Tkrmh —♦ΙΛΟ a year If pal<l strictly In advance.
Kherwiee $2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.

All legal advertisement·
Λ i>vKRTisKME!»Te :
are given three connective Insertion» for $1.50
per Inch tn length of column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and yearly advertla
—

ere.

Job Panrrufo
Sew type, fast preue·, electric
power, exj»erlenced workmen and low price·
combine to make thU department of oar baalηςββ complete and popular.

«1KLE COPIES.
Single Copies of the Democrat arc four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher» or fur Uie convenience of patron·
Jingle copiée of cach ledue have been placed on
«aie at Uie following places In the County
Shurtleff'* Drugstore.
South Harie,
Noyea' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
KuckDeld,
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office.
l'art» HUI,
Weet Parts,
Samuel Τ White.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Coming Event».
i\ & —Oxford Baptist quarterly meet
lng, South Paris.
April 7.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Paris.
March

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Keen l.oeal Interest.

Spring Suit·' an 1 Coats.
Spring Specialties.

A N'-w Line of Neckwear.
South Paris People.
Oue of Ilt3 signs.
Kheuoiatlc Pains Conquered.
Salesmen Wanted.
\*sr»tors' Notice.
Kubberhldc Boots.
Washings Wante 1.
Probate Notices.
>; Notices of Appointment.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Wanted.
Notice.

Supreme Judicial Court.
MAKCU term, 1908.
lion. William P. Whitehouse,
Justice Presiding.
Clerk.
Charles F. Whitman,
J. S'anlev Estes,
Stenographer.
Charles P. Barnes,
County Attorney.
Sheriff.
H rw Κ Hubbard,
W. A. Bicknell,
Deputy as Crier
W. A. Barrows,
Messenger.
Librarian.
Walter I,. Gray,

Work on the criminal docket being in
order last week, the lirst trial begun on
Monday was that of Howard McPhee of
Rtimford Kails, on the charge of maintaining a liquor nuisance. McPhee was
indicted jointly with Joseph B. Mitchell,
who has disappeared
County Attorney
Barnes couducted the case for the state,
and Mr. McCarthy appeared for McPhee.
After tho evidence for the state had been
beard, McPhee changed his mind and
pleaded guilty. The nuisance case was
then continued, but he was sentenced on
two other cases, a tine of $100 and costs
being imposed in the common seller case,
and a tine of $00 ami costs in a case of
single sale. lie did not produce the
cash but instead is serving the alternative of three months in jail.
The only full trial of the day was that
of Harry Delong of Kumford Falls, on
the charge of liquor nuisance. This was
of the "spotter cases," so called.
one
Testimony was introduced to show that
intoxicated men were seen about Delong's
place of business, but the only direct
evidence of sale was given by George K.
Herman of Westbrook, who spent some
time at Kumford Palls in January, and
testiti'd that after having been once refused at Delong's place, ho later purchased whiskey there.
For the defence Mr. McCarthy, who
was Delong's attorney, put on the stand
the respondent himse'f, who denied
Hermau's story. He 'hen produced three
citizens of Westbrook to impeach the
principal witness for the state. One of
these men was a barber, one the b.ws of
the room in the paper mill in which
Herman worked, and th« third was night
superintendent in the mill. These men
all testili· d that Herman's reputation for
truth and veracity in the community
where he lived was bad, but their testimony was somewhat weakeued on crossexamination.
Considering the small scope of the testimony in the case, quite elaborate and
decidedly able arguments were made
both by Mr. McCarthy for ihe defence
and County Attorney Barues for the
state, though both arguments were very
personal in their style. The charge of
Judge Whitehouse was very clear and
comprehensive. The jury was out
about ten minutes, ami returned with a
verdict of guilty.
James McGee of Kuiuford pleaded
guilty in some liquor cases, aud will take
sentence later.
Frank Sowickis, formerly of Kumford,
who disappeared with a search and
seizure case hanging over him, and proceedings against whose bondsmen have
been instituted, through his attorney
entered a plea of guilty and paid a tine
of $100 and costs.
The Delong case beiog closed just at
the close of the day Mouda.v, left the
way clear for the Everett murder case,
which opened Tuesday morning, and to
which the rest of the week has been devoted.
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Editor· and

has contributed a large
at the Everett trial the

past week.
Rev. G. W. F. Hill spoke very acceptably at the Baptist church last Sunday
and will occupy the pulpit again next
Sunday. The prayer meeting on Friday
evening of this week will be conducted
by Mr. Hill.
Miss Annie L. Parrie, who has been
suffering most severely from appendicitis, is now more comfortable and it is
hoped she may not be obliged to go to
the hospital.

Bryant's Pond.
Nearly all the surplus apples have
been gathered up in this section. The

last few lots have sold very low.
Mrs. Lizzie Lane will return to her
home in Portland next week, and her
sister, Mrs. Georgia Stone, who is now
in Portland, will return and keep house
for their father, Amos S. Bryant.
Miss Florence Day is at home from her
school at Wells Beach.
The condition of Mr. Stephen Howe is
improving, which is encouraging to his
many friends. He is the oldest resident
of our village and town. Next to him
is a
comes Uncle David Bern is, who
native of Paris. He is in his 90th year.
The oldest native born citizen of the
town is Kilbon Perham, now in bisStith

Admission 5 cents. Be sure to come and
see the fun.
Mrs. S. T. White went Wednesday, the
18tb, to Colebrook, X. H., fora 10 days'
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Tucker.
Mr. L. L. Dunham was here from Vermont last week to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. S. W. Dunham, remaining from
Monday until Friday morning. During
the time he rnado short visits with relaGreenwood.
tives at North Paris and West Sumner.
Mrs. Emma W. Manu lias just returnThose who tried it said Saturday was
for
looked
ed from a ten days' visit with friends at
a good sap day, and it really
sledsix
weeks
as
if
our
the time being
Canton.
Mrs. John L. Marshall of Lisbon is
dins? would be shortened up at least one
half. But although the snow settled visiting relatives here for a few days.
nearly a foot, laying bare the January I Mr. Maxim of South Paris, who owns
ice in places, the sledding is still on. the water power grain mill here, has put
The same day the school committee ; in a line of staph» groceries in the office
.vere called to Locke's Mills to consult! of the mill. This department is in charge
in renard to enlarging the school house, I of Mr. Geo. S. Boutelle, who is here on
and other business in connection with it. j Monday and Friday of each week, when
Monday Mrs. Dannie Bryant visited at he takes orders aud delivers goods with
the Bennett place, accompanied by Mrs. ! a team.
Mr. W. W. Th>>mas of Portland was in
*>c<>ti Merrill and her two little girls of j
N'orway. The probably came to see the j town last Thursday on a business trip to
!der folks in general, and the young kid see Mr. Frank L. Willis.
A lot of lumber ha* been hauled in this
in particular. If that supposition was
L.
correct they did not go away disap- locality during the last few weeks.
M. Mann & Son have a large amount of
pointed.
Verrill
the
Paris
About the same time Charles
\ lumber in their mill yard, aud
called here on his way to Kuuiford Falls ! Manufacturing Co. have been hauliDg
will
rehe
which
*vith a load of apples,
j out of the woods as fast as possible.
Miss Myra Irish is the guest of her
t lil in iju.intity as his customers want
there sister, Mrs. H. H. Wardwell.
has
beon
them. Mr. Verrill
Remember that the annual parish meetavérai times before with the same kind
>f produce, and finds a ready market ing of the Universalist church will be
held at Good Will Hall, Tuesday evenI for aM he can furnish.
Tuesday Will Emmons came through ine, March 31. There will be a free supof
the neighborhood for the purpose
per to which all are invited who are in
collecting telephone switch bills. Possi-1 any way associated with the church
biy some who had used it for several societies.
months, telephoning through to Paris,! The Junior Y. P. C. U. and L. L. Club
will unite in an entertainment to be held
found it larger thai they expected.
About th» same time some one ap- at Good Will Hall on the evening of
plied to u-i by telephone for the number April 1. Further information next week.
The W. C. T. U. will hold a union
of inches of snow iha? had fallen during!
the winter. Referring to the record as service at the Universalist church on
it is kept in the almauac it was found Sunday evening, March 25).
Mrs. Lucinda Small of Berlin, Ν. H.,
that there had been eight snow storms,
the total fall of snow 52 inche*. φ visiting in town for several weeks.
a d
first
was
the
on
The heaviest storm
day She is staying nights with Mrs. Frank L.
of February, amounting to 14 Inches, Willis.
ending in a light rain, thus forming a
Madge L. Tuell visited relatives at
West Sumner, last week.
crust, which prevented its drifting.
We understand that Elmer Hammond
Since it is now spring, and the extreme cold weather ended, perhaps we of Trap Corner has recently bought him
might as well dispose of the whole mat- a gray horse at South Paris. Mr. HamThere have been 12 mond has also had the care of Mrs.
ter at this rime.
zero mornings, the first one being on Locke's horse this winter.
Jan. 15, when it was one below the
cypher. The coldest morning was on
West Sumner.
tho 31st of January, the temperature
Rev. Mr. Hill of Waldoborougb will
showing 10 below. The first half of hold
services in the Baptist church SunMarch was unusually cold, there beiug
two morning* when the temperature day. the 22d.
The ladies of the W. R. C. will serve
dropped a trill- below the cypher, aud their
annual dinner in the vestry, Wedseveral more when it came within a few
nesday, the 25th inst. All will be welthere.
of

getting

We had a letter from our old schoolmate. Darius O. Davis, of Minnesota,
yesterday, aud «peaking of the weather
out there he says: 4,We have had hardly any winter weather here as yet. only
a few little (lurries of snow, about eight
inc' es all told. We had a few days in
January showing 10 degrees below in the
morning and then up to 40 before night.
Tile ground is very dry and many of the
I have lived here
wells have failed
years but never saw anything like
this before."

ùp.

operated
appendicitis Tuesday, and is doing
Portland,

North Stoneham.
Adams is visiting her uncle,
Perley Adams of Albany.
Wiilar·! Barker from Bridgton is at his
niece's, Mrs. H. B. McKeen's.
Beryl McKeen is at home from Norway for a two weeks' vacation.
Angie Moore, from Fxeter, Ν. H., was
h;«re at her sister's, Mrs. Forie McAllister's, last week.
Mr. aud Mrs. Lyman Hilton went to
Water ford Saturday, and
stayed till
Sunday with her friend, Mrs. Charles
Grover.
Win Gammon and S. C. McAllister
went to Lovell Tuesday, to the farmers'
with Suncook
met
institute which

Myrtio

Grange.

Hebron.
Packard W. K. C. held their
Ζ. L
usual monthly meeting last week.
The Ladies' Circle met in the church

parlor Tuesday.

The wiuter term of the academy closed Thursday for a vacation of ten days.
Wednesday evening the athletic club
gave an exhibition and Thursday evenin·; was the prize speaking. We have
not learned who won the prize.
Mr. Η. T. Glover has been sick with
the gnppe the past week.
Mrs. II. K. Stearns and Mrs. Ira
Bearce are both gaining and on the road
Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
two of our most
The Oxford Baptist quarterly meet- to recovery. They are
women and at one
ing will be held with the South Paris gifted and popularwe shoald lose them
time it was feared
Baptist church, Wednesday and Toursday, March 25 and 26. The following both.
programme has been arranged:
WKl»NE.H 1>ΛY XOKMNQ.

10.30.
11.00.
11.30.
12.00.

Rev M. S. Howes.

Devotions·

Organization, l>u-lne»s. greeting.
New* from the churches.
Dinner.

WKDMKSDAY AKTKHJiOON.

1 30.
1.45.
2.30
3.1V.
3 10.
3.1.'i.

7.30.
S oo.
S.30.

Rev. W. H. Rice.
Praise service,
Prayer the Breath of the t hurcli,
Rev. W. H Clirk.
Rev. U. 8. Hanson.
Our Resource»,
Discussion.
The Source of Ministerial ami Missionary Supplv, Rev. A. R. Crane, D. D.
Symposium ou Mission»,
Rev. W. E. Witter, D. D.
WEDNESDAY BVKMUta.
Praise and prayer.
Rev C E. Bonsfleld.
Address,
Rev. W. K. Witter, D. ϋ.
Addres*,
THCR8DAY

9.00.
9.S>.
10.30.
11 JO.

KUR.MSO

Morning Devotion», ...Rev. E. A. Davie.
Klret Chapter of Uplift of China,

Dr W. E. Wtiter.
Second Chapter of Uplift of China,
Rev. C. Ε UonslleUl.
Third Chapter of Uplift of China.
Rev. J. W. Chesbro.
THURSDAY AVTER.NOO*.

1.15.
1 .'to.
'2 00.
2Jo.

Praise

service.

Symposium

on

Christian

Steward

Rev. Bernarif Christopher.
thlp,
Missions in the Sunday School.
The Pastor's Relation to Missions and
Missionary Organizations,
»
Rev. Ε 3. Cotton.

Notices have been posted at the AodroBill and Avon mills at
scoggio, Bates,
Lewiston that a teo per cent reduction
In wage· would go into affect March 30.

come.

Mr. Thomas Hollis and family of
North Paris spent Sunday with Mrs. Hollis' mother, Mrs. R. H. Ryerson.
The Misses Lois and Etta Hollis and
their brother Earl will spend the remainder of the week with their grandmother.
and daughter
Mrs. Hattie Bessey
Marion of Bryant's Poud arrived in town
Monday. Mrs. Bessey has come to stay
Moses
a week with her mother, Mrs.
Dow, who has a very bad sore on her
right hand. Mrs. Dow is reported as
doing well
Lovell.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Clark went to South
Ε Ν. Fox aud wife are at home from Paris Friday and took dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Airaou Churchill.
Portland for a few days.
Anger Johnson of Strickland Ferry is
Èlwin Hubbard, formerly of this town,
at work for his brother, Mr. Elias Johnon
was
but now of

CANDIDATE.

lion. Charles E. Littlefield, representative in congress from the Second Maine
District, on Saturday placed his resignation in the hands of Governor Cobb, to
It is not explained
take effect Sept. 30.
what Mr. Littletield's plans are, but it is
presumed that he is to go into the practice of law in Xew York, where he has a
son now in practice.
In this situation the friends of Hon.
Johu P. Swasey immediately urged him
to announce himself as a candidate for
the nomination to succeed Mr. Littlelield. Mr. Swasey, who was at Uotel
Andrews over Sunday, when seeu by the
Democrat, said that this matter had
come upon him as a sudden surprise,
and as he was preparing to argue for the
defence in the Everett murder case at
the opening of court, he was unable to
give the matter the full and careful consideration that it required. Therefore
be has not, at the time the Democrat
goes to press, expressed himself positively in the matter.
From many points have come assurances of support to Mr. Swasey with the
emphatic statement that his uame would
add much strength to the ticket, and assure that Androscoggin County would
go Republican in this year's election.

Seem*thiMlull,
and

Brownfleld.

Supper and entertainment under the
auspice* of the Univert.alist circle at
town ball to night, Thursday.
Kev. Mr. Smith has been

chosen as

superintendent of schools in this town.
Dr. J. Wentworth, who was visiting
friends iu Massachusetts, died very suddenly this week. The remains were

He
to this town for interment.
leaves a sister to mourn his loss. She
has the sympathy of all.
Mrs. Andrew Durgin is in vory poor
health.
Miss Fanny Ulake is
visiting her
brother's family in this village.
Rug making is quite a fad just now.

brought

son.

Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Dunham and son
Harold spent Sunday, and Mr. and Mrs.
Win. Stearns of Stearns Hill spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dunham.
Lester Harris of Fayette, who came
here last week to purchase cattle, went
to Magalloway Plantation and bought
two yokes of oxen.
The mill, which shut down for a few
days for lack of water, started running

again Monday morning.

Mrs. Eva Whitman of Rumford Falls
arrived in town Tuesday and will care
for Mrs. W. K. Bisbee who is slowly

gaining.

Mr. and Mrs. Almon Churchill of
South Paris spent Tuesday with Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. Clark.
Mr. L. L. Dunham of Brattleboro, Vt..
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dunham Wednesday.
Miss Florence Phillips of Brettun's
Mills is spending a few days with Mrs.
H. B. Maxim.
H. G. Heath and wife made a trip to
Lewiston Tuesday.
W. A. Bonney and wife went to Weet
Paris Tuesday and Mrs. Bonney united
with the order of Rebekahs.
Miss Eva Hodgkin* of Campello, Mass.,
and Mrs. Chas. Libby of Minot are the
guests of their auut, Mrs. Howard Curtis.
lue lauies or toe uaptisi uircie served
a dinner in the vestry Wednesday, wh'cb
A very good
was very well patronized.
entertainment wan given in the afternoon consisting of music, recitations and
readings. The Tramp, a dialogue by
Mrs. Villa West and Mrs. Amy Farrar,
The many friends of
was very amusing.
Mrs. Hattie Bessey were glad to hear her
sing once more. At the close of the exercises Mrs Roeetta (I. Ryerson was
presented with a very pretty glass water
A birthday present from her friends
set.
in consideration of her tireless labors for
the society. Mrs. Geo. West made the
presentation speech to which Mrs. Kyerson
responded in a few well chosen
worda. Among those from out of town
John
who were present were Mrs.
Knowlton, Strickland Ferry, Miss Hattie
Field and
Swert, Canton, Mrs. Ε. Ε
daughters, Ora and Doris, Xorth Paris.
Wednesday morning, Mrs. Hattie
Young was found by the neighbors in a
semi-conscious condition. Dr. Wheeler
was summoned and found ehe bad taken
either by accident or intent an overdose
of some drag. As Mrs. Toung lives
alone no one knows what she took. At
this writing she has not recovered from
the delirium caused by the drug and is
still in a critical condition.
The S. B. R. Club met wltb Mrs. E. G.
Small Thursday afternoon. John Pierepont was the poet. The regular reading
from the book entitled Dr. Grenfell's
Parish, was followed by conundrums
and a guessing contest. Home made
candy was served. The next meeting
will b? April 2d.

And

tho^en'ow

"But

our

crystal

a

feet."

ue

bed le

purest

air and

forming 'neatti

yet thou art belated, oh, beautiful March

So prompt you were to come, you euro should
uulckly ko I
So graciously unto thj self, take morning's fleetest wIpsCi
And quickly send ue Cerea, and the balmy hours
of Spring."
Crown, robins and bluebirds have
_

come.

Harlan

Tuesday.

Dennison

P.

Mrs. W.

D.

attended court

Mills has been quite ill

during the past week.

j
I

iron, that is of more value to him who
has been familiar with it from childhood,
than appears on the surface. It seems
almost instinct with life and might tell
tales both sad and eweet if so disposed.
Perhaps it was mother's bureau, father's
old arm chair, no matter what. It is the
asesociations that give it an indefinable
value that money can not purchase, although the bare object may go for a
trifle to the bidder. To him it is only
wood, brass or iron. To the crowd the
"going! going! gone!" is just the voice
of the auctioneer. To him whom it
most concerns it is the voice of the
minister at the funeral. And those old
letters, yellow with age, with their faded
lines, traced by a hand that writes no
more and has long been dust, that sing,
and always sing, to the soul, in the
There is one before me,
minor key.
written by him whose heart was tender
as a woman's, written to one who was
the most unselfish sinter that man «ver
knew, that may possess some interest to
the few who are left of those who remember them ere they entered the
I
white Silence so many years ago.
send it. Do with it as you will.

The roadbreakers wero out Tuesday
with a team of six horses.
Mrs. Flora Lary is done working in
the post office, and Miss Mina Tyler fills
her place.
Wesley Dennis is working for Wlutin their picture-frame
ten & Dennison
πι ami factor v.
remains
The sledding
good, and teams
still
are
crossing the Androscoggin
River on the ice.
The West bethel Village ImproveJohn.
ment Club met with Mrs. J. Ε Pike on
the eve of St. Patrick's Day.
Amei.ia, Ohio, April 4, 1859.
Miss Ethel Hammons came home from Dear
Daughter ;
Portland and spent last week with her
I received a letter from you which
mother, Mrs. RufusA. Skillings.
me
much pleasure, for it spoke the
gave
The outgoing mails from this office kind heart of my dear and much loved
as to require large
are now so heavy
girl. You think that yon shall hereafter
»acks for the packages.
be a better daughter than ever. I know
Otis N. Mason, a Pullman car con- not how that can be. You have ever
ductor, was called here by the death of been to me all that my fond heart could
his mother, Mrs. Mary Mason, and has wish.
spent a week with his sister, Mrs. W.
I cannot comply with your request
D. Mills.
a
write
and
good letter,
you
Whitten Λ Dennison are employing a nor have I now time (as the mail soon
number, of girls and boys assorting, starts) to write a long ono, nor shall I
counting and addressing post cards, and write anything which you will wish to
many orders are daily received from all keep as a memento. It is but a little
the New England States.
part of the time that I feel like my
former self, and perhaps the less so the
Norway Lake.
better. My mind has been so long in
Birney B. Pottle from Lynn is visiting a state of anxiety and fear that buoyancy
his mother, Mrs. C. F. Whitney, who re- of spirit has flod, and I have to assume a
mains very feeble.
cheerfulness I do not feel. I left KenC. W. Partridge has not been quite as
tucky on the 28th of March. Weather
well for a few days.
Had a pleasant sail
was summer like.
Mrs. Kinsman Hill is said to be mnch on the beautiful Ohio. Peach trees in
improved.
bloom along the shore. We wished you
Tbe roads are said to be very bad in could see them. The scene was beauticertain places. Mnch worse than usual ful
beyond description. Jona. was in
in the spring.
good spirits and even my own withered
Robins and song sparrows are reported heart at times throbbed with gladness,
to be here.
but when I thought that the snow was
then drifting over the graves of my kinAlbany.
dred in Maine, a feeling of dreariness and
Miss Estel I a Bean and Mrs. Laura
sadness came over me, a feeling 1 oould
Lord calle'i on Mrs. John Wheeler one
not shake off.
dav last week.
We arrived at Amelia the next day,
of
Sawin
North
Waterford
Olyndon
where we wero received in the kindliness
visited his relatives and friends recently.
manner by B.
Pumpilly and family.
Gertie Sloan visited at Mrs. Charles
Visited the famous doctor Hubbel, who
Grover's last week.
thinks that Jona. may be cured. I shall
Everyone is wishing for six weeks of
stay in this place till a week from to-day,
sledding in March.
tliHU we shall journey homeward.
Will Newcomb had the misfortune to
I wish you could see this beautiful
have several of his ribs injured.
as it now appears, treos in bloom,
Thomas Poole strained the muscles of place
birds singing and everything appearing
last
week.
one of his shoulders
gay and cheerful. I will tell you all
Everyone is busy, making the most of about the kindness of the
people when I
it
lasts.
the sleddiug while
I
see you and their pleasant situation.
25
have
been
$1
paying
Apple buyers
must hurry to the office. Dear daughfor
at
Hunt's
Corner.
barrel
apples
per
ter, I remain
Your affectionate father,
East Bethel.
Thomas Ikish.
the
12
has
and
are
begun
days
Spring
hours long and over.
Statue of the Pension Bill.
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett has the birch mill
East Sumner, March 17, 1908.
at North Rumford again in operation.
In the issue of the Democrat of March
Mr. Esborn Bartlett visited here last
10, was an article from one who signed
week.
himself as an "Ex-Soldier." Tne article,
Mr. Otis Mason was the guest of Mr.
to me, seemed misleading and calculated
and Mrs Walter Bartlett last week.
to convey a wrong impression. I clipped
Miss Amy Bartlett ie at home from
it from the paper and sent it to our Conteaching at Rumford Falls for a short
and
received a
gressman Littlefield
vacatiou.
which is appended below.
Miss Rose Greenwood has returned prompt reply
The reply is self-explanatory and shows
home from work. She will soon visit her
the present status of the bill. It will be
parents in Vermont.
seen that the bill is still in the hands of
the Pension Committee and has not been
Denmark.
to the House.
There was a large attendance at the yet reported
S. Rouinsojî.
farmers' institute, held in Odd Fellows'
Hall, the 18th, afternoon and evening Μκ. Sharon Robinson,
Mr. A. W. Gillman, commissioner of
Kant Sumner, Me.
agriculture, had charge of the meeting.
My dear Mr. Robinson:—Yours of the
Among the many speakers were Leon S. 11th
with newspaper clipping at hand,
Merrill of Solon, Me., Mr. McKeen of
and obliged to you therefor. It is true
Fryeburg, Mr. Miller of Massachusetts. that Congressman Sherwood has introThere will be work in the subordinate
duced a bill in substance as described in
lodge, I. 0. 0. F., Tuesday evening, 24th. the clipping yon enclose. The bill has
No.
Also in Silvor Lodge, R. D.,
19, beeu referred to the Committee on InThursday evening, 2Gth.
valid Pensions. It is true also that ConMr. Fred Alexander is cutting wood at
gressman Sherwood made a speech on
East Denmark with his new engine.
the floor of the House in support of the
Mr. Joseph Smith died at the home of
but at the time he made the speech
was
buried in bill,
his mother Monday,
the bill was pending before the committee
Brownfield.
and was not pending before the House,
Dickvale.
and more than that although the bill was
Abbie Irish is visiting her daughter, introduced sometime ago Mr. Sherwood
had never asked "the committee to take
Mrs. E. G. Chlto.
Miss Florence Wyman is gaining, bo the bill up and report it to the House.
In addition to that I am informed by a
her physician says. She takes six eggs
man who claims to know the sentiment
and a quart of milk per day.
Β. B. Wyman, who has been ill with of the committee that the bill will not
be reported from the committee.
the grippe, is also on the gain.
From this I hope you will see that
J. D. Ridley has finished his wood job
and is now drawing long timber to neither Mr. Sherwood nor any one else
has six two- expected any immediate result from his
mill. Mr.

Worthley's

Ridley

horse teams and one ox team.

speech.

Yours very

North Paris.
Ida Littlehale has returned to Gould
at Bethel where she is attending school.
was given a surprise party
Lowe
Irwin
on his birthday March 14, by bis parFlo received a number of presents
euts.
among which was a nice ring from his
patents. Games were played and all
had a very enjoyable time. Refreshments were served. The guests departed at a late hour. Those from out of
town were Mrs. Rines and little grauddaughter, Pearle MacDuffy, of Gorham,
Mr. Fred Pike and Miss Ida Field, Miss
May Field and Mr. Frank Pike of South
Paris and Miss Eva Tucker of West
Paris.
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
March 18 by Mr. and
was entertained
M re/Silo ward McAlister. Games were
played and refreshments served. A
good company were present and enjoyed
themselves until a lag* hour.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Burnham are
visiting at Howard McAlister's.
Mrs. A. Andrews and granddaughter
Beatrice are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Edwards at Sonth Paris.

Academy

respectfully,

C. E. Littlefield.

Merrill, Springer Co. Mill Burned.
■IJAI) FIRE AT WEST BETHEL LAST
FRIDAY NIGHT.

The mill of the Merrill, Springer Co.
at West Bethel, used for the manufacture
of spools and novelties, was burned Friday night at about nine o'clock. It is
supposed that the fire caught about the
boiler, thongh this is not definitely
The dry sheds and stock in
known.
them were saved. There was an insurance of $7500 on the buildings, machinery and stock, and it is thought the loss
will be at least 15000 above the insurance.
N. R. Springer, who lives at Bethel
village, about four miles from the burned mill, was the principal owner in the

The Dew road commissioner, Horace
Oxnard, is seen upon the highway with
pick and shovel at work with hie crew.

LINCOLN PLANTATION.
Moderator, W. H. Hart.
Clerk, ChItId T. Ko*.
Assessors, Lewli Olson, E. 8. Bennett, Alden
Farnham.
Treasurer, Π. C. Bennett
Collector, Al !en Farnham.
8. 8. Committee, Calvin T. Fox.
Road Commissioner, Π. G. Bennett.

Suits and Coats.

G. B. Cummings A Sons have some
very fine hardwood bolts from the Rowe
farm in Oxford at their mill yard.
The Partridge Lumber Company is
rushing business at its York'· Mills
much
works. The firm's work is
Officers elected March 10, 1008:
OXFORD.
greater than a year ago.
sick
has
been
who
Rev. C. A. Brooke,
Moderator, J. W. Hunting.
to
as
F.
recovered
far
Roecoe
so
has
some
Uerk,
for
Stap es.
time,
Selectmen, F. L. WlUon, C. B. Haskell, B. W.
For some
resume his church duties.
Edward·.
days Mr. Brooks was at death's door Treasurer, Roecoe F. Staple·.
Collector, to be appointed.
and few of his friends, including his
S. Committee, C. F Htarblrd.
physicians, entertained the faintest S.
Road C'criimie-loner, James H. Rum.
hope.
Total amount of appropriation·, 97.392.
The following Democrats enjoyed a
meeting at Beal'a Hotel on Tuesday

This is

COAT you

WITH

creasing

with our garments. Try one, if you have not, and we are sure you will
make your second purchase here. We will give you a description of a

j.

Montreal.

has

few to

VINOL.

give you

an

idea what

we are

showing

spring.

this

coat edged with
lined, eilk veetee, full plaited skirt
with fold only
$10.00
silk braid all round, lined throughout
with satin, handsomely trimmed with
COATS.
Fancy mixtures, eemifitted,
silk braid and buttons, plaited skirt
with
three straps,
back trimmed
812.50
with scven-inch (old,
sleeves with three diagonal tucks at
Ϋ-1 .Ά)
elbow, velvet collar,
SUITS, itriped Panama in blue, black
and brown, fitted cutaway coat, pearl
COATS. Fancy stripes, nobby style, 2.">grey satin lined, 13 gored plaited skirt,
iuches in length, trimmed with straps
$10 50
front, back aud around, silk collar au<l
PanSUITS, Pine quality black Chiffon
cuffs,
lô.yij
ama, fitted cutaway coat, pique vestee,
pockets, cuffs and around coat trim- COATS, semifitted black broadcloth
trimmed with straps, patch pockets.
med with silk braid. Full skirt with
$.*> 08
fold trimmed with braid to match coat,

CAUSE.

Waldo Nàsh, "Nash of
returned from a trip to

Col. Elliott C. Dill, inspector of rifle
of Portland, was the guest of
Lieut. Stiles last week.
Grace Bicknell is at home from Boston for a week's visit with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett F. Bicknell.
J. Herbert Penley of Central City,
Colo., was the guest of his uncle, Chas.

practice,

Penley.

S.

NEED

SUITS, striped Panama,

This is the season for coughs and
colds, and for the benefit of South Paris

garage near Nash's.
Randall 0. Porter moved from the
bank house, Main Street, to his new
home, the Crosb) place on Water Street,

Capt.
Maine,"

COUGHS

going

to

IT STOPS THE COUGH AND CUKES THE

Frank il. Hurd, for f»ome time in
Boston with the Boston Auto School,
has returned. Fie passed the examination and received a diploma. He will
soon open his auto repair shop and

lAHt week

CHRONIC

What kind of a SUIT or
for you to decide.
have and where you are going to purchase.

question

can get stylish, up-to-date, good
you will buy where you
material, and well made cloth at thé right price. We know by the insales in thi« department every season, that the people are satisfied

were:

Alfred 8. Kimball. Norway.
Frank P.Zowne, Norway.
George W. Richardson, Greenwood.
W. O. Frothlogham, South Parle.
F. C Palmer, Kenr Falls.
M. L. Thurston, Bethel.
F. L. Edwaris, Bethel.
J. L. Howard, Rldlonvllle.
B. W. Goodwin, Mexico.
H. G. Mclntlrc, Waterford.
M at hew McCarthy, Kumford Falls.

a

are

Naturally

SOUTH PARIS PEOPLE

evening and canvassed the Held. They

people a member of the Arm of P. A.
Shurtleff & Co., our local druggists, toll
them the best means for a cure.
He says: "Take Vinol, our real cod
It doeA
liver preparation without oil.
Dot upset the stomach like cough syrups,
and it is much more effective. Vinol is
not a palliative but a curative."
This is because Vinol contains in a
highly concentrated form all of the healing, strength creating and medicinal elements of cod liver oil actually takon
from fresh cods' livers, with all the use*18.00
less, nauseating oil eliminated and tonic
iron added. It tastes fine, and cannot SUITS, .Stylish model cutaway, pure
worsted invisible stripe Panama 7 8,
upset the weakext stomach, hence its
wonderful power to cure.
length sleeves, fine quality satin lined,
Wo ask every person in South Paris
elaborately trimmed with silk bands 1
soutache braid and buttons, plaited
who has a chronic cough or hard cold to
F. A.
skirt trimmed with silk bands, $20 00
try Vinol on our guarantee.
Shurtleff & Co., Druggists, South Paris,
MISSES SUITS, blue, brown and garnet
Maine.
serge 25-incli semifitted coat, grey satin

COATS, broadcloth, fine quality, Skinner satin liued, trimmed with narrow
and wide straps with fancy stitching,
•10.00
A large assortment of children's coats
in nearly all colors, plain and fancy mixtures, some are trimmed with braid,
straps, velvet and silk, horn 12.50 to
$7.20.

Rubberhide

Fred E. Jordan, after a long sickness,
died at his brother's house in this vilThe Rubber
ft
lage Saturday. He was born in WaterBoots with
ford, June 12tb, 1881, the son of Edwin
Leather Sole·
J. and Carrie L. Jordan. He worked Made Wmfer-Tloht
&
B.
F.
and
So
for
for several years
Stay
Spinney
Co. The fuuerai services were held at
his late home, Llewellyn Jordan's, on
Whitman Street, Tuesday, Rev. B. S.
Rideout officiating, interment at Elm
Yale Cemetery, South Waterford.
Homer Tubbs supplies at Stone's
while Ronello enjoys a vacation.
On Wednesday evening, March 24th,
the fourth and last of the high school
course of entertainments will be given
at the Opera House by Sliungopavi. the
We guarantee that a pair of Rub·
magician. The entertainment is said to
berhide boots v. ill outwear two pair* of
he an excellent one. The reader is
alt rubber boots or we will make good the
best
Kate Gordon Murch.
difference in wear in money.
Mrs. Mary A. Keen Gerry died at the
A first quality rubber boot with a rubber welt
sole to which an outer-sole of tbe best heavy
home of her daughter, Mrs. Frank KimRock
Oak Leather is invtJ. Cannot pull apart
ball, on Cottage Street in this village

tSOOtS

or

Saturday, March 14th, aged 88
11 months and 1 day. Some two

years,
weeks
arm.
The
her
and
broke
ago she fell
accident probably hastened her death.
She was born in West Poland. She
married James Gerry, after whose death
in 1881, she resided with her daughter.
She leaves a daughter, Mrs. Abbie Megguire, of Lynn, Mass., and a son, J. A.
Gerry, of Mechanic Falls, besides Mrs.
Kimball. Rev. S. G. Davis officiated at
the funeral services at her late homo
Tuesday afternoon. Interment at Mechanic Falls where Mr. Gorry was buried.
Philip Stone is enjoying bis vacation
with his parents. Mr. Stone is teaching
in Wales, Mass.
! Mrs. Anna V. Allen of Foxboro,
Mass., died very suddenly at the home
of her sister, Mrs. S. D. Andrews, on
Tuesday. Mrs. Allen came to visit her
sister, last Friday. On Sunday she was
taken very sick. Funeral services Friday at 10:30, Rev. B. S. Rideout officiating. The remains will be taken to Otisj field for burial.

leak.

Norway, Maine.

For Men.

Leather insole prevents sweat.

Can Be Half»Soled

tapped by any cobbler, and (till not
leak. Protect the feet. Lot· mote
comfort. Great for ditching, spading
or any hard, wet work.

ready. The new Spring blocks are
now in—the best of the approved styles for the coming
To look well from every point of view, a hat must
season.
be carefully and correctly proportioned.
Among the new

Our

or

They Will Save You
Money

H. F. Andrews and C. F. Ridlon. The
trustees elected A. S. Kimball, president;
F. W. Sanborn, vice-president; and Geo.
E. Tubbs, secrotary and treasurer.
The fourth annual Tower concert Tuesday evening called out an audience that
filled the opera house. Mr. F. Elliot
Tower each year gives the people an excellent high-class conccrt, and this year's
is unqualifiedly pronounced by judges
and cri tics the best of those yet given.
Miss
were
The artists participating
Virginia Listemann, soprano; Miss Nina
Fletcher, violinist; Mr. Llewellyn B.
Cain, bass; Mr. Warren G. Richards,
humorist; Mr. F. Elliot Tower, tenor;
Mr. Ernest Harrison, Mr. Karl Tower,
accompanists. The programme was as

follows:

"Honour and Arme" from

1

[by request]

.,

3
4

j Romanze,Dance,

f

Spanish

Miss Fletcher.
The Humorous Side of Boston
Mr. Richards.

Life,
Ardlto.

II Baclo—Waltz Song,
Miss Listemann.
I (a) Sweet Wind That Blow··,
I (b) Salda,

Chadwlck.
Matthews.

Mr. Tower.

r

j (a) The old Man and Mundy,

I lb) The
1

(b)
g

0

j (a)

I (b)

tion

Exhibition

on

Day.

Mr. Richards.
I Recitative from opera, "Julius Ciesar"
I Air from opera, "Sclulo;"
"Hear Ye, Ye Winds and Waves,"
Handel,
Mother O' Mine,
Kipllng-Tours.
Mr. Cain.
Fa ire.
Berceuse,
Hubay.
Poerae Hongrois,
Miss Flt-tcher.
H. H. A. Beach.
Kcstasy,
Sehman.
Roses after Rain,

..

Chadwlck.

J. F. PLUMMER,

new

Tostl.
«
Miss Listemann.
Mr. Dlnkrlsplelou the Automobile.
The old Hoosier and his Fiddle.
Mr. Richards.

Duet—Fisherman, [by special request]

I'lccolumlnl.
Messrs. Cain and Tower.

The

annual

assembly

R. & S. M.,

of

was

Oxford

T. I. M.-P. M. Wnlker.
D. 11
J. C. Shepherd.
P. O. W.-W. L. Merrill.
Treasurer— H. D. Smith.
Recorder—C. P. Barnps.
standing Committee of Finance—Eugene F.
Smith, Geo. W. Holmes, Blal F. Bradbury.
—

BEST HEALER IN THE WORLD.
Rev. F. Starbird, of East Raymond,
Maine, says: "I bave used Bucklen's
Arnica Salve for several yeare, on my
old army wound, and other obstinate
sores, and fimi it tbe best healer in tbe
world. I use it ton with great success
Price 2uc.
in my veterinary business."
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'κ drug store.
A sad accident occurred to George
son of William Forsytbo
Tbe fellow
of St. Albans last Monday.
who is deaf and dumb, so it is understood, wandered away from home and
was badly frozen so that it will be
necessary to amputate his feet and ankle
if not more. He was taken to Bangor to
tbe hospital Monday.

Forsythe, tbe

adjacent

Salary

that will be

They are correctly fashioned,
guaranteed. We've all the
with the first touch of Spring.

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

Pianos

NOTICE,
The subscriber hereby glees notice that she
has been duly appoluted executrix of tbe last
will and testament of
CHARLOTTE E. FISHER, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having ilemauds against the estate of said de.
ceaticii are desired to iiresent the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto arc requested to
make payment Immediately.
SARAH W. WELLINGTON.
Mar. 17th, lUOj.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
ELIZA H. MOORE, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All jiersons
having demands against the estate of said deceased arc desired to iiresent the same for settleto
ment, and all Indebted thereto arc
make pavnent Immediate!'.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
Mar. 17th, 190S.

worn

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that «he
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
GEORGK B. STANDLEV, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make

Organs.

s

of New Pianos and

Large Stock

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
buy for New Year's present. Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Nice instruments.

to

Square pianos

Write for

! other musical merchandise.
a

good

trade in musical instruments.

catalog

playerpianos.

of

Here i*·

XV. J. Wheeler,

requested

Billings BlOOÛ,

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has I
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
PRISCILLA S. G ROVER, late of Dlxflel I,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and gtvci
bonds as the law directs. All persons himng I
demunds against tnc estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, nnd
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JOHN F. G ROVER.
Mar. 17th, 1908.
The subscriber hereby elves notice that she I
has been duly appointed executrix of the
will of
AUGUSTUS N. FRENCH, late of Norway,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All person* having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to makp payment Immediately
NELLIE E. FRENCH.
Mar. 17th, l'JOd

υ

hat that will make you appear at your

a

H. B. FOSTER,

MAINE.

ΙΜΙΟΚΑΐΚ .\OTlCLS.
nil pernors Interested !n either of th·: hsUtee

hereinafter nan e :
At « Probata Court, hel't at Paris, In ami
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuerdav of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
The following mutter
nine hundred iind e'.ght.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby οκηκκκυ:
That notice thereof be frtven to all person* In
tcre*tc<J, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxfori Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, in said County, that they may ap|>ear at a
Probate Court to be held at sal·! Paris, on
the third Tuesday of April, Α. I). l'J08, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.
CIIAKI.Kj J. CHENEY, late of I! inn fun I, deceased; will anil petition for probate thercoPpresenied by Ueorge F. Cheney, the executor there-

Maine.

South Parie,

F.

A.

MIITKTLKFF

<fc

tHI'RTLEFF A CO.

A.

F.

CO.

Brushes Wanted Always

y

always a need for Brushes about the house,
and in every room. Look over this list and see if you
do not find some you need. We suggest:
There is

Hair Brushes:

We have

a

Every price

Tooth Brushes:

tempting line

most

$2.00 each.

Clothes Brushes

Every

will not find

from 5c
a

one

in every

The

room.

phce

from

50c each.

to

toc

to

buy

25c to

quality.

better assortment

Whisk Brushes

:

make and

Bri*tletBrushes 25c
and
always wanted.
acceptable
Always

You

anywhere.

to 50c each.

$1.00 each.

to

You

can use

is

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. SH U RTLEFF & CO.

held at
Masonic Hail, Friday evening. Work on
all degrees. Banquet was served following the work, at which nearly one hundred were seated. The following officers
in named.
were elected, viz. :

Council, No. 14,

shapes

Clothier and Furnisher,

I

are

made of the best materials and

NOTICE.

f (a)
] (b)
I fc) Honeysuckle,
I (d) Goodby,

mi (a)
I (b)
11

District School-house

Handel.

Rubinstein.
Saraeate.

Hats

very best from all sides.

and prices with full descrip-

"Samson,"

Mr. Cain.

Spring

hats you will find

Send for Catalog

SOUTH PARIS,-

HATS

SPRING

The aunual meeting of the Norway
Savings Bank corporators Monday evening elected the following trustees, viz.: pavment Immediately.
A. S. Kimball, F. W. Sanborn, F. H.
RUTH K. STANDLEV.
Mar. 17th, l'JOti.
Noyés, C. L. Hathaway, G. E. Tubbs,

Salesmen Wanted

>1.00.

SPRING

Officers elected March 14,1Ô08:

F.

A.

eHUBTLEKF

A

F.

CO.

{

Maine.

SouttL Paris,

A.

MIMTRTLKFF

*

CO

9

ORIS W. ELLISGWOOD, late of Oxford, deceased; will an I petition for probate thcieof
presented hy Nellie K. Klllngwood, the executrix
therein named.

LUCY A. HARNDES, late of Denmark, deI; will and petition (or probata thereof
Minnehaha I. Harnden, the exec-

STORES.

BLUE

cease

presented by

utrix therein named.

GILBKKT P. ABBOTT, late of Pari», deceased; will and codicil thereto presented for
probate by Kannlc K. Abbott, the executrix

Spring 1908 Styles

therein named.

LESTER Κ. Κ KITH, late of Canton, deceased ;
petition that Heber li. Allen or some other suitable persou be :pi>oliited administrator presented by Lillian W. I.arrabee, a sister.
GIUCE A. OLDHAM, late of Dlxlleld, doeeascd; flrtt accoui.t presented for allowance by
Charles L. Oldham, administrator.

Clothing are in our stores and
prepared to show them to you.

Of Men's

CHARLOTTE E. FISHER, late of Oxford,
ileceased ; ]>ctltlon for license to sell and convey
real estate presented by Sarah W. Wellington,
executrix.

HARRIET C. PULSIFER, late of Paris, deceased; Arst«ccount presented for allowance by
Jaincs S. Wright, executor.

we are

Brown in Suits Leads,

LOUISA EMERY HOLMES, late of Buck
Held, deceased ; account pre-ented for allowance
by Hiram S. Klsbcp, administrator.

are a large number of neat effects in
Grays,
Black and Whites, Blues. Our Suit range of price is
$5 up to $20. As clothing is to-ilay you ought to pay
at least $12 or more.

but there

ALBERT M. BROWN, of Mason, ward; flnal
iccount piesented for allowance by J. Hastings

Bean, guardian.
THE LUCKY QUARTER
ADDISOS E. HERIUCK, Judge of said Court.
Is the one you pay oat for a box of Dr. A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
King's New Life Pills. They bring you
the health that's more precious than
property.
ASSESSORS' NOTICE.
It is not known whether the mill will jewels. Try them for headache, biliousThe Assessors of the Town of Paris hereby
be rebuilt.
ness, constipation and malaria. If they
çlve notice to all persons liable to taxation In
disappoint you the price will be cheer- >ald
town, that they will l>c In session at Assess.
&
Co.'s
Shurtleff
at
A.
F.
refunded
>rs* υ 111 ce In said town, on the first day of April
Southport sends along the best town fully
it
cine
o'clock, Α. Μ for the purpose of recelvstore.
town
the
That
drug
year.
meeting story of
ng lists of the polls and estates taxable Id sa'.d
was incorporated in 1842 and George
own.
A11 such persons are hereby notified to make
Mothir Gray's SwMt Powden for Children,
Love, who was present at the first town
East Sumner.
true and perfect
has not miesed one since that Successfully um1! by Mother Orav, nurse In the ind bring to said Assessors
lsts of their poll-) and all their estates, real and
The drama entitled, "Down in Maine," meeting,
FeverishNew
Cure
llomc
York,
Children's
In
time. He is now 88 years old and he
law
not
exempt from taxation,
by
ness, Bad Stomfch, Teething Disorders, move >ersonal,
is to be presented at the Grange Hall by
walked two miles to this year's town and regulate the Rowels ana Destroy Worms. rhlch they were possessed of, or which they
local talent on Tuesday evening, March
administrator, truea·
teld
executor,
At
all
never
Thru
guardian,
Yaik
Over SO,000 testimonials
meeting.
the flrst day of April, 1908,
24, for the benefit of the Grange.
druggists, 25c. Sample FREK. Address, Allen ee or c therwlse, on
make oath to the truth of
to
ind
be
prepared
Ν.
T.
Le
S.
the
Olmsted,
Roy,
On Thursday evening, March 26,
he same.
NO USE TO DIE.
When estates of persons deceased hare been
Congregational Ladies' Circle will bave
a box supper and a social at the church
"I have found out that there is no use In a Pinch, use ALLEI'S FOOT-EASE. llvlded during the past year, or have chanted
We lands from any cause, the executor, arimlnlsswollen feet.
for
as
A
as
can
tired,
of
trouble
die
powder
aching,
to
you
long
lung
vestry.
ratoror other persons Interested, are hereby
25c.
have over 30,000 testimonials. All
of such change, and In
Elroy Russell went to South Paris on get Dr. King's New Discovery," says Don't accept any substitute. Trial drupelets,
package ritiE rarned to give noticewill
be held under the law
of such notice
Saturday and purchased a horse (or use Mrs. J. P. White, of Roshboro, Pa. "I by mall. Address Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N.Y. I lefauli
such estate has
assessed
the
tax
υ
although
pay
would not be alive to-day only for that
on his R. F. D. route.
icon wholly distributed and paid over.
There was a large attendance at the wonderful medicine. It loosens np a
to
with this
who
comply
nrglccta
Any person
. lotlce will be doomed to a tax according to the
Grange meeting on Saturday, It being jouch quicker than anything else, and
of
the
be
barred
and
right to
of
the
State
awa
gentlemen's day to hold the fort. The sures lung disease even after tbe case is
nake application to the Assessors or County
To look after our interest in Ox- \ /'ommlssloners
for any abatement of hi· taxes,
ladies, however, got the dinner aa usual. pronounced hopeless." This most reinless he offer* such list with his application and
The enchanting music of the lovely liable remedy for coughs and colds, la- ford and
counties.
atlsflet them that he was unable to offer It at
harbinger of spring—the orow, and the grippe, asthma, bronchitis and boarse- or commission. Address,
be time hereby appointed.
sweet incense of smoking bam·, makes sesa, is sold under guarantee at F. A.
ADMET R. TUELL,
)
OIL
VICTOR
1
CO.,
THE
AiMMort.
60o. and
FBAHK A. FARR&R,
life sweet these days and local suicide· ShurUeff ACo'i drag store.
13-11
0HA&LX8 W. BOVntXB,)
ιa
Cleveland, O.
Trial bottle free.
aoaroe.

Wilson's Mills.
East BrownfleM.
Miss Mae Fox is at home from ColeWill Carr was visited last week by his
T. Fox.
eons, Rex and Ray, of New Hampshire. brook on a visit to her father, C.
Mrs. Leslie Hart is down from ParHe bad not seen them before for twelve
macheenee Lake where she has been
years.
Dorothy Kerr of Cornish was a guest with her husband, who h»s a job there
of Mr. and Mrs. Â. P. Johnson recently. scaling.
Ε. Ε
J. E. Clement's clerk, Willie Day, waa
Storey is at home from the
He has been at work for J. W.
called to Porter last week to attend the woods.
Bucknam on the Diamond.
funeral of hia mother, Mrs. Setb Day.
Joe Hart has gone to get a sawing maDuring the last few days Mrs. Irwin
chine.
Giles has been entertaining friends.
Steve Patterson has finished work for
Mrs. Frank Marston of Conway, Ν. H.,
and
spent last week with her mother, Mrs. J. W. Bucknam and Mrs. Buoknam
are
John Thomas Are oooklng for the orew.
Κ be η Rounds.
§

sky,

deep;
While the pralrlc-breezes waft

j

degrees

«

—

year.
A. J Burkett, printer for Chase <£Co.,
is having a vacation this week and is
visiting his father's home at Wilton.
Oscar F. Bowker, a niotorman on the
Portland electrics, is passing a few days
with his father, Albion P. Bowker.
George G. Judkins is selling nursery
stock for the Charles C. Chase Co.
Mr. Albion P. Bowker has been quite
ill again this week.
Mrs. Nellie B. Dudley has returned
from her visit in Lynn, Mass.

for
well
A dance was given Thursday evening
:if ti e town hall by Kezar Tribe of Red
Men. A good number were in attendance and the occasion
very enjoyable.
Music. Garcelon's Orchestra, four pieces.
Mrs. M. A. Bradeen is visiting in town.
There was a large attendance at the
farmers' institute at I. O. O. F. Hall
Tuesday, and the speakers were listened
to with much interest.
Mrs. Lillian K. Mason has been electLittlefield Resigns. eel superintendent of schools.
Mrs. John McAllister is making good
from the operation for removal
SWASRY ABE Ι'ΒΘΙΝΟ recovery
of gull stones.
A

The sympathy of the entire community
Stacey, representative of
Mrs. Barry M.
bas rented the small building on Main the Anti-saloon League, epoke to an In- is extended to Dr. and
for the lose of their daughter,
Street belonging to D. P. Curtis, and terested audience lut Sunday morning Heald
Alice M., who passed away Monday after
kept a grocery, fruit and vegetable store, at the M. E. church
was conMr. Merrill, photographer, of Norway, a long illness. The funeral
has purchased of Ur. S. W. Dunham the
ducted by Rev. Mr. Little of South Paris
two-story block next to the I. 0. O. F. has opened the Van studio.
floral
The
building. The third story of this block The academy opened for the spring Wednesday afternoon.
and beautiful, comis owned by Granite Lodge of Masons term Tuesday with the usual number of tributes were many
ing from friends and schoolmates and
Mr. students.
and is used for their lodge room.
The mumps are claiming a good num- the fraternal orders of which Dr. and
and Mrs. Bacon will move into their new
Mrs. Heald are members. She was nine
purchase in a week or two. They ex- ber of victims.
been
has
years old, a leader in her class at sohool,
Ell
Stearns
of
Mr.
their
stock
apples
increase
loading
to
supplies
pect
and a child of rare thoughtfulness and
.and keep a good etore in their line. Mr to ship West.
Mr. A. F. Copeland has returned from winesomeness of manner, a perfect little
Bacon formerly owned a bouse and small
in word and act.
farm about three-quarters of a mile from a business trip to the eastern part of the lady
The body of Mrs Roland Foster was
the village on the Greenwood road, which state.
Prof. Hansoom and a large party, com- brought here for burial Monday from
he has sold to Mr. Charles Martin. We
understand that Mr. Martin and family, posed of academy boye, visited Mr. Wil- Wallingford, Coon.
Mr. Ο. B. Spaulding returned Tuesday
accompanied by his father-in-law, Mr. B. liam Kendall's yard and split a large lot from
a business trip to Boston.
Chandler Curtis, will occupy the place at of wood. Mr. Kendall met with a very
F. R. Dyer and wife attended the anThe house now occupied by Mr. unfortunate accident some weeks ago
once.
and is in the Central Maine General nual prize speaking at Hebron Thursday
Martin will be sold.
Mr. Dyer was one of the
Mrs. F. S. Farnum, who for several Hospital suffering from blood poison, evening.
of judges.
years has rented rooms for her millinery but the physicians now give hopes
The Master Mason's degree was worked
store in the block now purchased by Mr. bis recovery.
The roads are still fine for teaming and on one candidate at the regular meeting
Bacon, will vacate the premises as soon
She the lumbermen are busy drawing logs to of Evening Star Lodge Monday night.
as possible to make arrangements.
The work was followed by an oyster supwill re-stock with fashionable goods for the mills and wood to market.
Dr. R. R. Tibbetts was in Portland per, R. Crockett chef.
her spring trade aad has engaged the
The winter term of the Buckfleld Iligh
large room on the ground floor under- this week for the day.
Dr. and Mrs. I. H. Wight attended the School closed Friday for a five weeks'
neath Dunham's Hall on the side next
A box supper was held by
to Mr. Albert Ryder's. Mrs. Farnum Kent's Hill alumni banquet held in Port- vacation.
the members of tho school league at
will tit up her store in time for her usual land Thursday.
<1SThe workmen report six weeks more Nezinscot Hall Friday evening. A
millinery opening before Easter.
in gaines and a
There will be a poverty sooial under work in sawing the birch at the chair ant evening was spent
small sum was cleared.
the auspices of the Universalis Good shop.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Raweon went to
Will Society at Good Will Hall, on WedFriday evening's blaze proved to ne
Thursday where they will visit
nesday evening of this week, March 25. the burning of Springer's mill at West Boston
Mrs. Rawson'e sister and nephew.
Every one is invited to attend, dressed Bethel. It will prove a heavy loss at
John Marsh, representative of Dr. A.
to represent hard times. All not dressed this time and many men will be without
C. Daniels Co., was in town Friday.
as above will be fined as follows: Ladies, work.
2 cents; gentlemen 3 cents; any jewelry,
John's Letter.
West Bethel.
1 cent. A prize will be awarded for the
In every family there is some object
best representation. There will be an "Wrapped In the soft arme of Jeep, entrancing
of whatever material, wood, brass or
entertainment of music, readings, &c.
bo broad, and wide,
leaden
Mr. Everett

Town Elections.
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Buckfleld.
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West ParU.
Charles S. Bacon, who for some time
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Miss Bessie M. Haggett testified tbat
of the Internal organs. The brain wa ι, cliffe, and never was In Everett1· poe
My recollection Is that It wa« the 18th the road marked so he could tell if mj
she taught the summer school in Mr.
; one had come in at night, by raking the
Cross-examination: Did you itop
■lightly congested, and had a alight odo r session. All the facts in the ease w<
1
Colby's district, and saw Charles Harlow
of alcohol ; lunge much congeeted, am 1 shall present to yon, without evasion 01 Wallace Maxim's one night on that trip) road with an iron rake.
How long had you known Edgar Rad- at Mr. Colby's, where she boarded. It
I might have, 1 couldn't say certainly
tilled with a bloody serum; other organ ι concealment.
(Continue I from imjje X.)
was the 12tb of Jane.
cliffe?
What were you selling?
case, and fitted it with ο··β of the key· normal.
Ever since he waa a email boy.
several books.
named
The
witness
:
Cross-exaraiuation
Mr.
witness
first
was
the
by
Swasey
Walter
L.
he carried.
Gray
Had he worked for you and with you?
In answer to Mr. Barnes, witnesf
call ha 1
In these wounds where you fount ' for the defence. He testified to witMrs. Sidney A. Thayer testified that
Mr. Benson had worked prospecting
Dr Littletield's telephone
j
Yes, sir.
10$ 3.
of wood, were they well define< ' neesiug as notary an assignment oi stated that the day he ate supper »t
to
back
pieces
she bought a book of Charles Harlow on
on
the
Brown
in
bccti changed
1905, and wat
i
property
last?
for
work
When
did
tr
he
was
the
waa
Edgar
Colbv's
you
trying
day
of board, with smooth surfaces.
the forenoon of the 13th of June.
the 81000 insurance policy from Edgar L.
questioned regarding the territory work- pieces
I think in 1905.
The Ladies' Flinch Club met Wednes
There was no smooth surface on them Radcliffe to Wallace Q. Everett. At thai sell a book to Miss Bessie Haggett, tb<
ed over, and the manner of blasting.
L. Whittle.
;
work?
he
did
m
time
of
What
before
and
the
begin
school
teacher,
year
.lav with Mrs M.
day
You
ο
couldn't tell what thickness
time the statement was made that
He said that the nearest of the proepect
He begnn the first Monday in April, .Will go to Jury Monday Afternoon.
a book to Mrs. Sidney Thayer.
boards tbey came from?
Everett had to pay the premiums, and sold
Ralph K. (irav is clerk iu the lowei holes to the scene of the explosion was
and worked four months and twelve
I
could
not.
Λ
Co.
The evidence in the case was closed a
A. Shurtleff
was to take the assignment as security.
200 feet distant.
drug store of F.
Was the wound in the throat euihcien :
little before 4 o'clock Saturday afterMr. Gray also stated that he had
broth days.
West
of
P.
Everett
Paris,
Leroy
A.
visitée
Radcliffe's
Brigge
Everett waa asked about
Mr ami Mrs. Geoige
to cause death?
general charge of the early operations at er of Wallace G. Everett, testified tc life insurance, which was taken out that noon, and though there would bare
a few days last week.
Francis E. Wilson of Paris testified
relatives in Gray
Under certain circumstances.
been time for one of the arguments bethe mine, and that during that time a Ed Radcliffe being at his house In May,
year.
What circumsfiknces?
fore the usual hour of adjournment,
storehouse at the property was broken 1906
Wednesday that he bad worked on the mine; at one
Ed wanted to hire out to me.
The Newly Weds met
to
how
he
know
Do
happened
you
time ran the engine in the pumping staIf it was uncared for.
Harold T. Briggs.
into. The office building on Paris Hill There had been a well explosion, and
Judge White ho use decided that be
afternoon with Mrs.
In how long a time?
tion, in the winter of 1906-7. Mr.
was also apparently entered.
Nothing my brother had been arrested. Ed said take.it?sir. I advised him to save his would not ask it. Accordingly court
i-2c, $1.00,
ENTIRE NEW LINE AT 50c, 75c,
returned Everett wan there
....
P.
E.
Mrs.
Hathaway
»nd
Yes,
Mi
I can't tell. I should say from two t< was missed from either building.
frequently. He told
adjourned until 10 o'clock Monday
tint Charles Edwards and Cummingfi
to Waterville last Tbure
a small policy that
take
out
and
and
money,
their
me
was
trip
that
he
from
3 50 per
making good money, four hours.
On cross-examination Mr. Gray stated offered him twenty-five dollars to testify
1.50, 3.25, 2.50, 3.00
morning. As the Democrat goes to
he could carry.
and would own the beat farm in Oxford
Mr. Swasey asked Dr. Bradbury t( 1 that the assignment of the policy was
Hon John P. Swasey is making
day.
against my brother, but he wouldn t do
further stated that he paid all press
Everett
bis
inside
two
beod
of
take
the
knife
in
his
and
the
defence.
At
hand,
years.
the argument for the
filled out before he witnessed it; that it. He said Wallace didn't blow up the
w. L. Fickett came from Went· County
the premiums, and that the arrangement
Cross-examined, witness said Everett arm naturally, bringing the knife to hit the assignment was made in the barber well, but he knew who did.
afternoon session Hon. W. C. Pbilbrook
atinn. Ν. H., Tuesday, to hare
I
w
was that he should have what he had
a
told
him
he
was getting from $15 to #20
did
the
He
throat.
so,
for
will
make the argument for the state, to
point coming
shop of Guy Buck, who was agent
glasses fitted.
OF TAPESTRY, AT 50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.50, 1.75,
a week.
paid in premiums. The policies were he followed at once by the charge of
almost the same point on his throat the insurance
that Wallace
company;
been
has
Everett.
to
therefore
seriously
Dr. Charles T. Hennig of Brooklyn,
assigned
which he had indicated as the point Everett came after bim to do the busiis
Vanity Shurtleff
and
it
expected
Wbitebouse,
Judge
$3.00 and 3.50 each.
Everett related going to West Paris
: peritonitis for a few days, but is
Ν Y., a consulting chemist, having a
that the case will be given to the jury at
Sidney A. Thayer, who lives in the where the instrument entered Radcliffe f ness.
and
in
Packard
to
see
Dr.
with
Ed
and
in
New
1905,
consulting
York,
DO* improving.
about 5 o'clock Monday afternoon.
house nearest the miue, and Alva A.
Questioned by Mr. Philbrook as to the laboratory
of the Brown mine, was the next seeing Ed's mother there. He had a
it be possible for Rad cliff*, statement
entertaiument of Swift, who is at Mrs. Drake's, in the
The trial ban been rather shorter than
regarding the reason for the chemist
Γ .· next supper and
with her there.
conversation
the
mine
He
was
atthe
witness.
ie
Sunday
his
with
that
knife
in
!
hand,
the one in October, and though there
iversalist Good Cheer Society will vicinity, severally testified that Ed Rad- standing
assignment, Mr. Gray said that Everett
t|,
at Mrs. Radcliffe's request,
Did
described
and
the
you
that
THE NEW LINE OF U'ALL PAPER IS NOW
a
to
make
case
of
sudden
following
explosion,
has been but little new evidence, the
explosion,
made the statement to him alone, and
cliffe "was not at their houses on the
be ·η April 7th.
the conditions at the scene of the explo- continue to pay the premiums?
wound in his throat
evidence on both sides has been prenot in the presence of either Radcliffe or
OVER 700Φ
of June 13th.
READY FOR INSPECTION.
evening
work
in
at
the
is
1 did.
Frank Dunham
It would be possible.
>1
sented in better form than at the first
Buck, nor did Radcliffe himself make
! Mrs. Rose L. Powers at Norway
How long have you been acquainted
When, after you were caretaker, was trial. Some matters which were not
PRICE 5c to 35c per roll.
ROLLS.
And haven't you said that it was probit.
statoment
any
regarding
Ed on the premises?
The state then presented two insur- able?
with dynamite and Its uses?
learning millinery.
material have been omitted, and the imHe was there Sunday, the 5th day of
ance policies on the life of Edgar L.
I have analyzed it,
eir.
Probable?
years.
Twenty-five
No,
facts have been more folly
the
after
portant
spending
Mr- Mary Newell,
N.
of
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Bachelier
other
and
and
the
used
it
in
I
and
Washington,
Radcliffe.
tested it,
Henry
May.
mining.
assignments
On re-direct Dr. Bradbury said that
dwelt upon, and the evidence marshaled
at J I). Haynee', has returned to
»
a
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there?
that
he
take
dinner
testified
exDid
them.
in
the
with
One
Is
mining
there
connected
In
papers
he should not consider it possible that H.,
your experience,
in such a way as to enable the jury to
her : me iu Sumner.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST LINES WE
He took lunch there.
policy for $1000 in the Mutual Benefit the whole wound could have been made engineer, and had charge of the Crocker plosion of dynamite a rule by which you
get a clearer view of it.
till
June
before
of
Lovell
mine
from
Hill
1905,
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ever
eat
Andrews
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Everett
Ο.
E.
Life
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results.1
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Mrs.
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an
there,
can
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m-i
anything
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of
it
that
section
IN ALL GRADES.
M
opinion
way—the right-hand
HAVE EVER SHOWN.
Judging from the number which have
or after?
or July of 1907, residing on Paris Hill,
his parents, Mr. and iu 1905. The other was in the Equitable,
If it's confined, yes.
have been.
i iv.· i. en visiting
crowded the court room and been turnmight
THEM.
AND
SEE
CALL
He
half
he
ate
ever
about two miles and a
That was the only time
for 92500, and assigned to Wallace G
away.
Dr. Hennig testified that he analyzed
tries <i. Andrews, a few days.
Mrs.
ed away from the doors, interest in the
Kverett "if living." The latter policy
ι gave a description of the property,
gome of the dynamite from the Crocker anything there.
case is unabated.
\<
! Mrs. Ellis S. Doble will be em·
Paris
k
of
South
Dr.
J.
Littlefield
G.
the
from
statconnection
Everett
had
the
it
We
the
case.
about
was
and
of
ARked
was
trial
had lapsed, but
Hill mine after the first
restored,
telephone
liquor,
summer on Long Look Farm.
shown that the notice of restoration had testified to going to the scene of the ί mill to the office in the old county buildIn answer to questions, Dr. Hennig ed that he sent with Gibbs and Howe to
Minor Town Officers in Parle.
Mr. Case, north of Paris
on the night of the 13th of
t
and they paid
on
the
Paris
Hill.
for
ί·Γ erty of
is
been mailed in Portland, June 10. 1907,
that
stated
perliquor,
by
Kentucky
exploded
; ing
dynamite
selectmen on Saturday engaged
The
Hill.
Mr. Everett went to work at the mine cussion, by heating, or by decomposition. him for thoir share before the order was
addressed to Wallace G. Everett, Paris, Jude, with Mr. Wheeler, the coroner,
Frank Damon and wife to take charge of j
and the situation at the mine was fully in the
and
was
of
summer
find
this
190C,
sent.
Endeavor
did
What
Maine.
condition
Christian
early
Society
unior
you
the town farm for the coming year. Mr.
reviewed.
At first he was dynamite In?
there until his arrest.
Had you seen Radcliffe on the premCongregational church will meet
and Mrs. Damon have been living at G.
t,r
Ο. M. Bowkerof Paris, living on the
Were you summoned to the coroner s general workman, later had charge of
in such ises in the night before the 13th?
and
afternoon
was
It
Barnes
Wednesday
:
decomposed,
Mrs
partly
w
A. Jackson's at Jackson's crossing for
Buckfield road, testified that Ed Kad- iuquest?
the dynamite work, and later was gen- condition that I ordered it destroyed.
Yes, sir.
the past year. The selectmen also apat 2 :·'>'>.
cliffe was not at his house on the 13th of
1 was not.
eral caretaker.
When?
What will deflect the force of an èx89 MARKET
pointed minor town officers as follows:
Did you engage in an autopsy with
II,ι:ιι Pulsifer was called to Auburn June.
The stock of dynamite was kept in
On the night of the 12th.
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of his
Dr. Bradbury?
Tl· ;viay to attend the funeral
Ed
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its
to
obstruct
Everett
related
tends
that
discovering
B.
H.
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Jackson,
Cole,
Field
MAINH.
of
Joseph
PARIS.
SOUTH
Arthur G. Eaton of Portland, repreni'.. ... ttie wife of Dr. Henry
This was broken into in June, 1900.
the mill on the night of the 12th, and Charles K. Bennett,
George W. Cole,
Dr. Littlefield described the condition The main mill building was later broken
W.
Auburn.
and
Jaines
R.
the
the
Walker.
of
him
about
Tucker,
Albert
the
surface
senting the Equitable Life Assurance
on
grounds
following
dynamite lay
R. T. Flavin.
Charles M. Tltcomb,
the members of Society, was called as a witness for the of the body in detail, as Dr. Bradbury into.
> nv
a uumber of
ground, what in your opinion would be seeing him try the doors.
had already described it.
DOO CONSTABLE.
The construction of the little dyna- the effect upon the ground of an exDid you get near enough to make sure
k Lodge. Ν. Κ Ο. P., visited defence at thU point, as an
Cross examination: If Mr. Radcliffe mite house was described. This was
t«n. He testified to issuing a policy of
who it was?
W. J. Wheeler.
plosion?
I
i.ù- ie Lodge at Norway Wednesday
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> ,· ; s meet at their hall Thursday eveuhouse?
On cross-examination by Mr. Phtl- til At WBV?
I think it would make a pretty clean
dynamite in the storage
Why not?
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1 should expect to find them burned.
inc M ii« h :.'t5rh, especially the degree brook, Mr. Eaton stated that his attenYes.
Because he had't done no damage.
job of it.
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lay
;»r C. L. Buck has been
P. C. Flrkett,
Everett was to bo the beneficiary in the
Mr. Bachelier related being called on ploded under the floor than if exploded
There had, at the cook house. It was Λ. Ε. Shnrtleff,
II. Hill.
j kte to the iiaiue Methodist ConF.
K.
C.
Brett,
Littlefield
Mr. Swasey then had Dr.
the night of the explosion, and going to above the floor.
entered the first time by pulling a staple. P. M. Walker,
A. L. Tubbs.
frm the South Paris church, original policy.
take the knife in his hand and bring it to the mine, with the sheriff and others,
the
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Dr.
in
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to
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Ilennig
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x
money
alternate.
questions
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C. Ordway
un
his throat, as Dr. Bradbury had done, and the events of the evening were re- stated that in his
opinion the dynamite 18th of May three dollars in money and John McPhee,
Charles B. Andrews,
Mrs. Emily L. Small of Paris, living a the
..i number from South Paris at\
F. C. Rverson,
point of the knife coming at about viewed.
in the little dynamite house exploded a lantern were taken.
Grace Thayer,
short distance from the mine property, the same
last
I. II. Klllngwood,
at
throat.
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K.
concert
S.
o
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Jones,
ί
t
Norway
over
tei
point
Everett identified the lantern brought
Did you look the premises
above the floor inside the building; that
not at her
W.C.Stearns,
\rthur Talbot,
I SHALL BE PLEASED TO SHOW THEM IF YOU
two cars Being filled testified that Radcliffe was
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in by Colby as the one stolen.
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it was not exploded by a cap.
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On the night
How much dynamite in your opinion
Κ. T,. Porter,
Klllngwood,
morning.
13tb,
by
Dr. John F. Thompson of Portland
J. Mibott,
Clayton A. Churchill.
Did you see any fuse there?
testified that in his practice tie had obmight have produced the condition you you go to the mill?
reans have a meeting at the
Fred
York,
1 did not.
About 9 o'clock, as usual.
saw there?
George E. Brooks of Bethel testified served numerous knife wouuds in the
M-L .!:st church
Tuesday evening,
SURVEYORS OF WOOD AND LUMBER.
that he was a cousin of Edgar L. Rad- human
Whether or not on the side of this hill,
What was the first thing that called
I should say less thau a stick.
is expected that several speakers
» V
body.
L. S. Billings,
George W. Cole,
cliffe. In the summer of 1906 Wallace
Dr. Hennig said in answer to questions your attention?
Dr Thompson was shown the section you have seen pieces of burned fuse?
fr m out of town will be present.
S. E. Newell,
Konello Kdwards,
G. Everett was at his house with Mrs. of skin from Radcliffes neck and was
Yes.
A noise from my horse.
that according to experiments he had
and
R. T. Flavin,
J. A. Kenney,
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What did vou hear Everett say.
Down to the stable.
SOUTH PARIS,
lines of the cut. He described the right case were shown the witness,
Η. H. Wardwell,
P. G.
red last year. After that date the
r, :
his judgment that they had
Said he came there to skip the officer·. eud of the wound as a
Dr. Hennig
Everett related going back to the cook W. II.Lovering,
On cross examination
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be
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numbers are
changed.
Etta asked him what he'd been doing. and the other line as what he called an been exposed to the weather a consider- stated that tbo dynamite he analyzed house and putting on a pair of rubbers, F. E. Cushman,
He said they were after him for blowing incised or
able time—weeks or months.
from the Crocker Hill mine was Atlas taking a rifle and following a man over
Mrs. Olive Andrews, mother of Mrs.
cutting wound.
The Dog Poisoner.
ni» a well.
She asked him who had
From what you saw there, where, in brand, and was frozon hard when he the grounds to the little dynamite
Dr Thompson also stated in answer
amin Swett of this place, died at the
take
Eddie
RadHe
said
Soutii Paris, Me March 20, 1908.
where he fastened the door and
t°°k st·
house,
to questions that he had experimented your judgment, did the explosion
.f her daughter, Mrs. I)an Swett, given him away.
h :
ο
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He said if Eddie went against with the knife in the case on the skin of place?
clitYe
In the early history of dynamite, it then started back to the mill and the Editor Democrat.
id Milton Plantation, last Tuesday.
I» it not about time to ferret out and
him he'd tix him so that he or his folks oue of the lower animals,
This was
to, and the witness was more unstable than it is now, wasn t explosion came, as had already been
a premaking
related.
Wfiuesday evening Kev. C. E. Bous- would be G— d—sorry.
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.f Shaoshing, China, and Dr. W. E.
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\V er <>f Boston, will speak at tiie BapLast Friday morning the fine Scotch
In 1906, I think.
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Portland, In said Disbefore said Court
11908,
the somewhat uncertain condition of th« bone and the lingual artery, penetrating fair, on the floor, were scraps of cur
at
it by hammering it, shooting pistestified to the same conversation.
tested
Mtf
seven
and that
and
it
call
and see them.
tle,
tbat
In
the
Please
stated
forenoon;
10
o'clock
Everett
at
was,
trict,
on
floor
the
ragated iron aud naila lying
w-ather, the attendance at the couri into the pharynx.
notice thereof be published In the Oxford DemLater the dyna tol bullets into it, and in other ways.
teen sticks were taken.
South Paris Savings Bank.
On the night of the 13th of June Mr
a newspaper printed In said District, and
What was the cut in the hyoid bone?
of
ocrat,
tbe
temperance meeting Tuesday evening
Wbafcebout
dynamite
stability
S.
Charles B. Harlow of Paris testified mito was found under the house.
that all known creditor·, and other persons In 81 tr
Everett discovered a prowler, followe< I
was not so
A clean cut.
and thawed?
large as usual, but there wa*
Did you get some dynamite from th< which has been frozen
appear at the said time and place,
Interest,
thai him and fastened him into the dyna that he bad been engaged in canvassing
a good
ol and showmay
What sort of an instrument did
the praycondition
anv
thev
If
to
its
have,
It
returns
interest shown, and the remarki
why
cause,
ordinary
NOTICE.
the
at
da]
big house for Gibbs and Howe,
mite house, and then started for th< In the month of June he took supper
®aile were earnest and sincere
er of said petitioner should not be granted.
Floe Farm for Sale.
The tubscrlbora hereby (rtve notice that they
stability when thoroughly thawed.
Count] I cutting?
The explosion cam< Charles Colby's one night. Asked whal before the explosion?
Is further ordered by the Court, That
It
to
And
mill
telephone.
instrument.
re*
it
hAve been duly appointed executor· of the but
A sharp
Professor Robinson stated that
°romission»>r Adelbert Delano présidée
he named apples,
I did, three stick·.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credon tb«
before he reached the mill. Hetelephon tbey had for supper,
High, healthy and beautiful, location will ami teatament of
the meeting.
Are the two lines of the cutting
a considerable blow to explode itors copte· of said petition and this order, adhave
didn't
them
and
and
quired
tell
an]
white
bread
Did
132
JOHN C. DEARBORN. late of Canton,
O.
Prayer was offered bj
you
butter,
Γ.
Oxford
potatoes,
from
you
ed, and was instructed to stay in thi
dressed to them at their places of residence as one-half mile
Rev. J. w. Chesbro, aud remarks a skin of a different nature?
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
dynamite by hammering.
in the little dynamite house?
area woodland, floe grass
officers arrived, and did so pork.
the
till
stated.
mill
acre·,
large
ι
All person* baring
whetbei
as
ss the law directs.
to
bonds
Yes.
greater or less length were made by Hon
Asked by Mr. Swasey
Did Radcliffe go away from there thai
I did not.
witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge land and
Mr. Swasey stated that the defenc
pasturage, 115 fruit tree·, large demande again*! the c*tate of said deceased an
James S. Wright, Hon. Randall L
Explain the difference? is like a stat would
there was not a point in the thawing ol of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portabout
was
;
What
visitinj
for settlement,
same
the
wa
practice
to
ileelred
night?
your
wide
the
that
present
maintain
explosion
piazzas, bath,
In said District, on the 31st day of March, barn, house perfect,
The line to the right
Taylor, Jailer W. L. Farrar, E. C. Bowie
arè requested to make
dynamite when it was particularly eensi land,
He did.
the property at night?
Xh< 1 caused by some act or accident of Edga
electric wiring, six sleeping and all Indebted thereto
furnace,
one dull edge.
of Bethel. Kev. J. W.
al A. D. 1906.
said
there
he
showing
wound,
is,
to
Immediately
tive
G
Peter
payment
explosion,
At what time?
Chesbro,
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
I used to go out around the mill ever]
Tui
[l. a.j
L. Radcliffe, aud that death was cauae<
HKNUYU. COO LI DUS.
Address, 5. W.
rooms, large closets.
Barrett of Peru, W. M. White of Dix line to the left shows a clean
the point of passing front tbe frozen tc
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
I should say about 7 o'clock.
WILSON DEARBORN.
night about θ o'clock.
10tf
Mar. 17th, 190Θ.
by the explosion ; that the knife whlcl
Wellington, Oxford, Maine.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWKT, Clerk.
α«1α, and Franklin Maxim of Sont! throughout.
condition.
thawed
the
to
he
oaed
that
that
also
said
tell
what
waaP
kee]
Can
Everett
day
you
described the ooodltioi Is in the ο ate waa the property of Rad

Ihe Oxford

Semorrmt Second Trial of Wallace
G. Everett.
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SOUTH PAKIS.

CARPET"i'PAMIENT.

■

Lace Curtains.

87
pair.

$1.25,

Couch and Table Covers

DeWould

Wall

Papers.

Carpets and Art Squares.

j

[

exoiosion

tii*

|

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
SQUARE,

P'Anything

aCIf

accommoda^

Neckwear, Beits and Shirt
Waists; Husiin and

...

f',.r

Summer Underwear.

..

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

..

Fancy Goods,

Millinery

..

objected

so|

...

Ladies' Kid Boots for $2.00

|

Lady's

one|

exceptional

plain

price.

Felt Shoes of All Kinds.

Frothingham,

W. O.

together

Soutli Paris».

S. B. & IS. PRINCE

...

ARE SHOWING

Apron Ginghams
FOR 8 CENTS.

New Dress

property*

Ginghams

For 10, 12 1-2, 15, 25 Cents.

CALL AND LOOK THEM OVER.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Wanted.

Capable

right

family

Clearance Sale

ΤΕΑΠ,

Washings

SHAFT,

BODY

AND

on

Bells!

SWISS

BELLS.

family

JAMES N.

FAVOR, &s«ERlUCKEfl

Winter Footwear,
Slippers,

Bankrupt's

Çelt

Discharge.

FIRST

everything

CLASS

SHOE

prices

GEO

STORE,

6:15.

help Saturday evenings.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

For Rent.

Block, Norway, Maine.

Watch
Fine

Inquire

I

I

■

I

P*rU.

Dr. Bradbury

Key

Bargains.

Timekeepers.

Rlohards.

"THE

Family
Remedy

IS

WHITE

KING."
—

Before

purchasing

Call and

a

Hampden Corner, Me*
August 14, 1906.
"Would say in regard to 'L. F.' At-

—

wood's Bitters they are invaluable in
case* of indigestion, biliousness, sick
headache, etc. I would not be without them in the house for family use."

MACHINE

SEWItttt

the

see

new

Billings Block,

owner

GOOD

ONE

Not particular about location.
for Mlv.
Please give price an t description, and reafor selling. State when possession can
be hail. Will deal with owners onlv. 10-22
L. Oarbyshlre, Box '.*4. Kochester, S. Y.

Signs

The

people,
especially, who, when
and

You have noticed
children

Oil.

That is

a

Positive

Sign

Harrows,

S.

PARIS,

MAINE.

A Trial Free to All Who Never Used it.
Mr. Frank

If lc want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
line Lutn
Outside work, semi in your orders
ber ami Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

|

wirse

I

prominent

farmer of Bald-

Instead

of better each day.

Being

on

crutches and forced to drive to the train and
h'»bblln>r to the doctor's office became very discouraglug. let alone the sleepless nights and
fearful hours of pain. Being advised by a friend
I purchased Smith's Uric-O prescription, took It
home and used It that day as directed.
"Those fearful sciatic pains left me, my blood
seemed to let loose and tlow freely, I felt different and knew the next morning 1 had found a

and Job Work

Motche·'. Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

Maine·

SOUTH PARIS,

j

I

Hebron, Maine.

j

EDWARD C. BEAN,

remedy that they will gladly give

a

itii Smith Bldg., Syracuse, Ν. Y.
Urlc-O Is sold and personally recommended In
South
South Paris by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co
1--13
I'arls, Me.

STATE OF RAINE.
March Uth, 1908
COUNTY OK OXFORD, as.
Taken tills ninth da ν of March, A. D. 190S, on

Specialty.

FOR 5ALE.

pleasantly

J
build-j
j

by

j piacr.'and

REMEMBER!
Norway, Me.

|

| Desirable Residence for Sale,

50c^fta«^|lAA>ft^I>nigixt^

AS
GOOD

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
in a

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei

food
rings it to your door three times every week.
and
It

AS

is

published on Mondays, Wednesdays

Fridays,

and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch

A

DAILY

with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only tl.50 per year, buivou can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

Bold Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW-

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

de 3am

you a free

sample copy.

iffipParold Rodjjn??!

HHW
Tlio above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Buildins, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located in the
h~art of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds u >t!'ing its e<|ual.
Γ iruid is tho ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc- Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains 110 tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good foryou. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Send · 2 cant «imp foe book of ap-<o-daM poultry aad tara WHm

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents,

South Paris, Πβ.

may

Goals must be marked In chalk a!
both ends of the table. Each goal con
etsts of two marks eight Inches apart
Any number can play this game—In
fact, the more the merrier—but therf
must be an equal number of players ol
each side. A captain must lie chosen
for each tcAu, aud the names must a)

OTSTERB.

Some of the changes to be rung on
frying the popular bivalve are to dip
tbem in mayonnaise before rolling in
equal parts of extremely fine bread
crumbs and fiour. These are delioious,
but, of course, they spatter the fat.
Fried eprigs of parsley make an acceptable garnish. Another way is to marinate drained oysters in lemon juice,
melted butter and pepper sauce, turning
the oysters in the bath occasionally;
then roll in bread dust, egg and milk
mixed, bread dust again before plunging
into the kettle. Â combination of half
fine crumbs and half finely chopped
crab meat salted aud peppered is an
appetizing innovation. The oysters are
rolled twice in this, a seasoned, light
batter between, and sauted in butter
in a very hot pan. Before dipping, press
gently and wipe dry; but after covering
with any mixture do not squeeze with
the bands nor pile one upon another.
Oysters can stand in a cold place an hour
before frying, if necessary, but not at all
afterward, if they are to be at their best.

BROILED

5. Kinds.

No. 6C.—Charade.

An object of one greatest pride
To men of this great nation,
For which brave souls have gladly
Of every rank and station:

died,

The four most beautifully gleams
And is two t.'iuee most brightly.
The whole a loyal heart e'er deems
A sacred thing-and rightly.

No. 69.—A Famous Character.

OYSTERS.

For broiling, everything is made easy
if the oysters are large and one uses an
oiled broiler, made for the purpoee—one
with the wires very near together. Wipe
oysters dry, dip in melted butter and roll
in fine, seasoned crumbs before cooking.
Turn often and have a clear fire. Garnish with lemon.
PANNED OYSTERS.

To pan, cover small squares of toast
with oysters seasoned to taste. Sprinkle
with parsley—cheese, too, if you like the
combination. Bake, covered, in a pip-

ing

oven.

^

ESCALLOPKD

OYSTERS.

Escalloped oysters are certainly no
Properly prelouger fashionable.
pared, the dish should never be out of

favor, but, like succotash, it needs care
make it attractive. Get a pint of fine
oysters, wash each one in a small amount
of water and drain. In remembrance
of the last time you bit into a piece of
shell, I adjure you to seek for tbem at
this stage. Mix a cup of stale bread
crumbs, (crackerites to the contrary notwithstanding) and a third of a cup of
melted butter, salt and pepper only for
seasoning. Butter one or two very shalto

Famed in story.
No. 70.—Combinations.
(Arrange letters as required.)
1. Combine soiuethiug mightier tban
the swonl and repose and make a gift
'2. Combine a scheme aud oue of the
points of the compass aud make agree-

able.

No. 71.—Riddles.

1.
I sing a raiher dismal song.
And yet I cheer the world along.
Without me 'twould Indeed be dry.
No trees nor flowers nor green thing nigh.
II.
Little drops of water, little grains οΓ sand;
Mix up well together; there 1 am. at hand.

No. 72.—A Few Orations.
1. This oration treated of worship.
2. This oratiou treats of confirmation.
3. This oration treats of penetrating
unknowu couutries.
4. This oration treats of refinement.
5. This oration treats of Improveoration

treats

of

growing

worb-e.

7. This oration treats of the concluda discourse.

ing part of

Why is a nail driven lu a hardwood
The Capt H. N. Bolster homeman? Because it Is
stead situated in South Parie village, floor like an old
in-tlrm.
heat
water
thoroughly finished, hot
and all modern equipments attached,
Key to the Puzzler. —
a two story house, ell and stable,
No.50.—WordChanges:Otbercbanges,
If correctly made. are. of course, alcentrally located. Apply to
1. map. uiop. fop, fox. l»ox.
lowed.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

Can afford to and will pay more for rags, rubbers, ami m» ta! than any stranger that calls to
your houseHe pays from $5 to $y per ton for Iron delivered to him here.
NOTICE.
He buys folded newspapers.
He Is paying for mixed rags, 1 cent a pouml. I
The subecril»er hereby gives notice that he
market
Rubber* according to market,
fays
has i.ocn duly appointed admlnlatralor of the
price for bran sacks.
estate of
HKLEN 8. WITHINGTON, late of Buckflel I,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
PARKER'S
bomlr as the law directs.
demands agaln»t the estate of said decease» 1 are
HAIR BALSAM
desired to present the same for settlement, and
CletflKi ft ml bcautifl*· the hftir.
ΓιχπηοΚ· ft luxuriant growth.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Never Fail# to Bettor· QrftyI
ment Immediate!v.
H.vir to Its Youthful Color.
STANWOOD C- WITHINGTON.
Cure· arftip d MftMft Jt hftir felling.
Feb. 18th, 1» S

ALMOST

for shipping fruit

ment.
β. This

be played on any
long, narrow table, which must be covered with au old woolen cloth 01
shawl, and the cover must surely he
something that nobody minds having
get wet, because wet It will surely beThe gunie

2. Cup. pup, pun. peu. 3. Cart. care,
4. You. yon,
hare, bale, hole, pole.
5. Good. mood,
tou, tin, tliu. him.
moot, most, post. pest. best. G Out.
put. pot, pop, top.
No. 57.—Additions: Able, cable; lure,
lucre; hum, chum; over, cover; age,
cage; lamp, clamp; owl. cowl; pat.
pact; all, call; lank, clank; rack, crack.
No. 58.—The Lost Lamb: Turn the
picture upside down and look near the

low dishes—an earthen pie plate does
in a single layer of oysters and cover with part of the prepared
crumbs; then the second layer of oysters
and remaining crumbs; two deep—no
more.
Wet with the liquor, which has
skimmed.
been etrained, heated and
When baked to a rich brown the scallop
should be moist, but not wet, and not
Made in saucers
even suggest a poultice.
and served individually, they have the
same pleasing effect that all mixtures
do—an added daintiness.
And, with oysters, don't forget the

quite well—put

number of crosses.

The Wabblety Doll.

Oh. my Wabblety Doll
I love best of all.
More even than golden haired Lou!
On her face there's a crack.
There's a tear In her back.
'Twas &£cs ago she was new.
Now her joints are all loose.
So she's not any use.
Excepting—Just only to mc·!

Oh. she Is such a dear
When I ho'.d her near!

CODFISH CROQUETTES.
To one cup of flaked and freshened
fish add two cups of bread crumbs which
have been moistened with hot milk;
mash together, mix in a beaten egg, Reason with salt and pepper, form into flat
croquettes and fry.
FKITTERS.

BAKED CODFISH

HASH.

forj

druggists, volved.
56

60 cents, or mailed by Ely Brothers,
Warren Street, New York.

down through the opponents' goal.
When the captain has had three trials
the captain on the other side becomes
bowler, and the one standing next to
hiiu blows bubbles for him. When this
captain retires the member of the opposite party next to the captain takes
the bowler's place and is assisted by
the one whose name Is next 011 the
list after him the player next to the
captain on the other side, and so on
until the lust ou the list has his turn,
when the captains then become assistEach
ants and blo»v the bubbles.
player bus three trials. The bubbles
which break before the bowler has
started them are not counted. Every
time a player sends a bubble through
his opponents* goal a point is won and
a mark is written opposite his name.
Π cry time lie fails a cross is rccorde·
The game is twenty-five points.
Λ prize may be given to the player
getting the most points and a booby
prize to the one with the greatest

brown.

To each cup of finely tiaked and freshened codfish allow two cups of chopped
foot of the tree.
cold potatoes; mix in two tablespoons of
No. 59.—Riddle: Bore. boar.
melted butter and one cup of milk;
No. GO.—A Definition: Noddy.
pack in a buttered pan, cover and bake
No. 61.—Novel Acrostic: Initials—Sir thirty minutes.
Fourth row—Quentin
Walter Scott.
FRIED SALT CODFISH.
2. Illume. 3.
1. Sacque.
Durward.
Cut the fin h in squares and soak in
G.
Abatis.
5.
4. Wrench.
itaveus.
cold water over night; dry on a cloth
Loving. 7. Trance. 8. Eroded. U. Re- and dip each square in beaten egg, to
12. which has been added one tablespoon of
11. Crowds.
duce.
10. Scarab.
cream; roll the fish in flour and fry a
Octave. 13. Terror. 14. Trader.
in hot fat.
No. 62.—Concealed Proverb: Look Ite- golden brown
fore you leap.
CODFISH CHOWDER.
No. 63.—Hlddeu Countries: 1. France.
Brown one cup of finely minced salt
2. Portugal. 3. Russia.
pork and place it in the chowder kettle;
add a layer of sliced raw potatoes with a
GIVEN UP TO DIE.
seasoning of ealt and pepper, a layer of
of
B. Spiegel, 1204 N. Virginia St., Evans- flaked and freshened codfish, a layer
over with
ville, Ind., writes: "For over five years I broken milk crackers sprinkled
and lastly another layer
was troubled with kidney and bladder bite of butter,
milk to cover
affections which caused me much pain offish; pour on enough
are
and worry. I lost tlesh and was all run and cook slowly until the potatoes
milk before servdown, and a year ago had to abandon done; add a little more
work entirely. I had three of the best ing, if necessary.
ESCALLOPED CODFISH.
physicians who did me no good and I
was practically given up to die.
Foley's
Into a well-buttered baking pan place
and
the
recommended
cure
was
Kidney
of tiaked and freshened fish and
first bottle gave me great relief, and layers
boiled rice or macaroni; season each
after taking the second bottle I was enwith salt, pepper, and plenty of
tirely cured." Why not let it help you? layer
butter; pour over enough milk to cover,
For sale by all druggists.
then add a sprinkling of bread crumbs
several bits of butter on the top.
Stubb—That politician must have lost with
Bake slowly until nicely browned.—
his mind. He is going around slapping
Good "Housekeeping.
Penn—Nothing
people on the back.
strange about that. They all do that
In a family of grown persons the folbefore they are elected.
Stubb—Yes,
lowing plan was adopted : Each person
but he is elected.
who dropped anything on the tablecloth
wad required to cover the spot with silDo the right thing if you have Nasal
the funds collected therefrom to be
Catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm at once. ver,
used for the purchase of table linens.
Don't touch the catarrh powders and
This occasioned quite a bit of fnn,
snuffs, for they contain coeaine. Ely's the law-maker herself was the first to
Cream Balm releases the secretions that
a fine.
inflame the nasal passages and the pay
throat, whereas medicines made with
clever way to announce an engage▲
mercury merely dry np the secretions ment at a card
party is to decorate the
and leave you no better than you were.
ace of hearts in each pack with cupida
In a word, Ely's Cream Balm is a real
and the names of both young people innot a delusion. All

remedy,

ΒΓΠBLE HOWLING.

be written on a slate or piece of paper
Each player Is provided with a clay
pipe, and there Is one bowl of soap
suds to be used by all.
The teams gather at opposite ends ot
the table, and the persou standing next
to his captain blows α bubble, not too
large, which lie tosses upon the table.
The captain as first bowler stands
ready to blow the bubble on its course

EOOS.

To three well-beaten eggs, add one
cup of tiaked and freshened fish; make
this into a batter with one-half cup of
ilour, in which has been sifted one-half
teaspoon each of baking powder and salt.
Cook by dropping tablespoons of the
mixture into hot fat.

Λ Γ":ι1 child':.· ro r let Γ tliaa she.
Fir Fhe cudtfks so pwivt.
Anil her d ur liltlo i>ot
Han»; danjillng just υν r my arm,
And her ρ >or Util· Ιι .'ad
On my br.ait mal.·-.·* a b. d.
Where It's safe· c!ro^ rhor from harm

And she lovea me. I k::ov.\
c'inçs to mo toJust llrr.p an l so soft e.nd so weak!
Oh, the Wabblety Poll
For she
Loves

is he?

man oouldn't convince a woman that
she was pretty!"

me

She'd say

best cf nil!
if she coultl liut ppoak.
—Vceth's Companion.

so

A HPvere cold that may develop into

pneumonia over nigbt, can be cured
quickly by taking Foley's Honey and
Tar. It will cure the most obstinate
racking cough and ntrengthen your
lungs. Tbe genuine is In λ yellow package. For sale by all druggists.
Tbe Vicar—I

saw

quite

a

lot ef

people

In the market place watching a fight between Jackson's bulldog and that mastiff
from tbe Mittre. How can people take
an interest in such things, Mr. Meakin?
Deacon Meakin—I dunno, sir, I'm
Which dog won?
eure.

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.

that Fo-

We are pleased
ley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by tbe
National Pure Food and Drng law as it
contains no opiatee or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults. For
Bale by all druggists.
to

"Have you ever

hurst-by-the-eea1?"
"Tes.

day."

announce

stopped

at 'Croak-

I spent a year there last Sun-

NO CASE ON RECORD.

There is no oase oo record o^congh
or cold resulting in pneumoniror consumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
has been taken, as it will stop yonr
cough and break up your cold quickly.
Refuse any bat the gennlne Foley's
Honey and Tar in a yellow package.
Contains no opiates and is safe and sure.
For sale

by all druggists.

"I suppose Dremer Is still pottering
long at his inventions."
"Well, he has actually perfected a
great labor siring scheme at lut."

Should the small child objecf to hav-1
"You
ing his ears washed, use a shaving brush
argument,
in place of a cloth, and the operation will j
"Yes,
ease
and
satisfaction
be completed with
ley."
"Well, I should say not. Why, that on both sides.
|

"He's no good at an
Not at all oonvinoing."

don't mean It?"
he's going to marry Miss Rich-

THIS IS WORTH REMEMBERINQ.
Whenever you have a oough or cold,
The oharming evening scarfs of printthat Foley's Honey and
1
Orino Laxative Fruit Sjrupis anew ed chiffon or crepe de chine may be jost remember
health
more attractive by the addition of Tar will oure it. Do not risk your
made
laxathe
on
an
Improvement
remedy,
the genuine. It is in
! tives of former vears, as it does not gripe an edging of swansdown. This is a by taking anv bat
It simple means of adding an individual » yellow package, for tale by all dragor nauseate and Is pleasant to take.
|iata.
Vor sals by all druggist·. touch to * oostams.
le

guanotMd.
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Across the snow clad fields the en-

chanted castle was brilliantly lighted,
and Audrey Sheldon, scanning with
longing eyes the wintry wastes, sighed
as she tried to picture the comfort
hidden by the gray walls.
It was not really a castle nor yet enchanted, but It had pleased Major

At Present Time

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Pubjic

Young Man is Much in the

Eye

of

High Grade Portrait Work

Agents, Receive Many Inquiries
Regarding Mr. Cooper and His Medicine.

markable

new

!

discovery of medicine.

Tbe demand for these remedies seems to
larger each day. Thousands of
Cbicagoans who have suffered for years
with chronic stomach trouble, catarrh
and rheumatism are being made happy
every day by the use of this peculiar
*
remedy sold by Mr. Cooper.
An hour or so spent at the Cooper
headquarters would convince the most
skeptical person that tbis new treatment
is something entirely different from anything else ever sold. As usual, Mr.
Cooper was busy all day receiving kind
words and thanks from the hundreds
who bad been entirely cured by this sim-

grow

her father's death she had been gov- ple preparation.
Mr. John Scbwirtzen, living at 303
erness to the two Thompson-Terhune
Fifth avenue, had tbe following to nay:
small
girls at a salary so absurdly
"I have had rheumatism for several
that Mrs. Thompson-Terhune lived In years, sick at the stomach, felt tired and
I have tried
dally dread that some one might dis- dull most of the time.
in the
cover how small whs the sum paid everything I have ever beard of
way of medicine and found practically
and coax the girl away.
I was advised to try Cooper's
no relief.
Audrey turned away from the winNew Medicine. I did so, and the result
dow and wearily sat do\yn at the desk
to correct the girls' exercises. It was
come to see ν ou o;T?"
a severely plain apartment, for Mrs.
"It was ,·.1Ι u mistake." said Audrey,
ambitious
was
an
Thompson-Terhune
"It was beto speak bravely.
trying
cllml»er whose aims were far In excause of jour aversion to thirteen at
cess of the Income she enjoyed, and
1 was
table that I was called upon.
her money was spent only where It Mrs.
Thompsou-Terhune's governess."
show.
would
"So that's the
"Was?" lie echoed.
A few railroad maps were the only
trouble, Is itV I guess I do not need
wall decorations of the schoolroom, and
more ample explanation. My dear, my
three hard wooden chairs, a shabby
niece's fears are well founded." he condesk too old for office use, a folding
"I did fall In love
tinued bluntly
bed and α wardrobe completed the furwith you. That's why I am here this
schoolnishing. It was at once the
morning to ask If I may call upon you
room and Audrey's apartment.
In town."
Patiently the girl worked at her task
"I don't even know where I am gowhile she thought bitterly of the gayeing." demurred Audrey.
ty downstairs, where preparations were
"I do." saltl the major, with decision
being made for a dinner party iu honor "You are going to be the guest of my
of Major Kirkwood's birthday.
partner's wife until you tlnd a new
Long after the usual hour the house- place—or find that, after all. an old
keeper would send up ψ trayfui of 'man may still be worthy of love. Do
broken meats, the leavings of the feast,
you think that will be so—so hard'/"
and she would eat It on the top of the
"Xot so very," confessed the girl shydesk that also served as a bureau and
ly. and In her heart she knew that alof
the
table.
She
thought
dressing
ready tills kindly old man had won her
time when she would have been one of
affections. She had not thought of his
the guests, and her dainty head fell
money, but It was Inexpressibly pleasforward on the arms that were flung
ant to be looked after instead of lookupon the desk.
lug after others, and as the train sped
The nervous closing of a door roused
along the side of the river Audrey
face
feet
to
to
her
she
and
her,
sprang
knew that It would not be long before
Mrs. Thompson-Terhune.
she would come back again to be
"You must Lelp me out. Miss Shelchatelaine of the castle of her valiant
don," she said abruptly. "I am In a
knight
That horrid Marmost terrible plight
tha Homer and her crowd are not comTired Eyes.
ing over. That leaves Just thirteen at
People speak about their eyes being
Is
so
horKirkwood
and
table,
Major
tired, meaning that the retina, or seeribly superstitious. You simply must
ing portion, of the eye is fatigued, but
preteud to be one of the guests. No eudi Is not the case, as the retiua hardone around here knows you, and It
ly ever gets tired. The fatigue is in
will be all right"
the inner and outer muscle attached to
But I have nothing to wear except
the eyeball and the muscle of accomthe most simple frocks." said Audrey.
modation which surrounds the lens of
"I sold my evening gowns, you know,
the eye. When a near object is to be
to get money for the purchase of things looked at this muscle relaxes and alI really ueeded."
lows the lens to thicken, Increasing its
"I have some things -that may flt.
refractive power. The inner and outer
We are almost of a size. Maria shall muscles are used In
covering the eye
help yon. Come with me." The hostess on the object to be looked at. the Inner
to
her
the
and
led
turned abruptly
way
one being especially used when a near
She was accustomed
owu apartments.
object is looked at. It Is in the three
to Implicit obedience from her em- muscles mentioned that the
fatigue Is
ployees. and Audrey knew better than felt, and relief is secured temporarily
to object.
by closing the eyes or gazing at far
She smiled to herself as the deft distant
objects. The usual Indication
Into
a
her
maid
French
quiet of strain is a redness of the riiu of the
helped
Audrey was a favorite eyelid, betokening a congested state of
gown of gray
with the servants, and with loving care the Inner surface, accompanied with
Marie pinned aud draped until she was some
pain. Sometimes this weariness
satisfied with the result
Indicates the need of glasses rightly
Audrey was just in time to descend adapted to the person, and in other
Mrs.
receive with
the stairs and
cases the true remedy Is to massage
Thompson-Terhune the first of the the eye and Its surroundings as far as
that
guests. With the strange feeling
may be with the hand wet In cold
It was all a part of the enchantment, water.
ehe moved through the rooms, chatting
with the guests until dinner was anA Rainy Day Pastime.
nounced.
Here Is a pastime for a rainy day
much
Mrs.Thompson-Terhuuecounted
which will teach you a pretty little
upon her prospects from the major.
besides showing you how to spend
Trick,
she
but
still
hale
and
He was
hearty,
a very pleasant hour.
his
of
lived in pleasurable anticipation
Make a small paper target and lean
unexpected t/.klug off, and she sadly It
against some hooks on the table.
needed the money that would come to
Now get some need les—large ones are
her at his death.
best—and see if you can throw them
His word was law with her, and
against the target so that their points
when he Insisted that Audrey be placed
will stick in It. Although you try many
next to him at table the hostess
times and stand very near the target,
the
seating arrangepromptly changed
you will not succeed, for the needles
ments even while she planned that
will refuse to stick in the paper, but
Audrey should be dismissed the next will fall to the table.
day with salary in lieu of a notice.
Now put a short piece of thread, say
Audrey, nil uncousclous of the anxie- five or six inches loug. in tlie eye of
to
herself
ties of her hostess, enjoyed
each needle and note the result. When
the full, and enjoyment transformed
this is done you can throw the uccdles
the little face that had become so wan ever so much farther and straighter,
and somber In the last few mouths.
and they will stick Into the target alKnowing how anxious Mrs. Thomp- most every time.
son-Terhune was that her guest of honWhen you have «ccompil-hetl tills
or might enjoy himself. Audrey exertmuch you can have lots of f;i:i seeing
ed herself to be entertaining with such
how close to the bullseye you can come
good success that the major Insisted with your novel darts.
over
to
be
should
that Audrey
brought
the castle for luncheon some day beThe Alternatives.
fore her return te town.
They had not been eng.ig -d very
"Miss Sheldon unfortunately Is relong, but already (îeorge had made It
turning to town tomorrow." said Mrs
that the salary of a Junior
l hompsoa-Terhuue acidly as she gave apparent
assistant did not admit of an ecshop
Id
order
rise
to
ladles
the
to
the >Igual
static existence amid a sea of diu.ond
to terminate the argument.
theater stalls or even chocolate
The men were not long In Joining the rings,
creams.
ladies, and the major made straight
Recently they walked together to a
for Audrey's side, uor would he be dis'Πιο road was
neighboring village.
broke
until
the
up.
party
lodged
the wind bitter, and Daisy felt
As the last carriage rolled away Au- muddy,
that life would l>e better worth living
drey turned to her employer with eyes
when she had an opportunity of revivthat danced. "It was such fun to masherself with tea and hot scones
querade!" she cried, with a little ing
George hesitated outside the only
"I wonder what the major
laugh.
restaurant in the place, and she smiled
would say could he know that my restole to his trousturn to town In the morning was mere- hopefully. Ills handfumbled
He
ers pocket
nervously
the
to
a
governese."
nursery
chauge
ly
there for a moment.
"You will go up to town in the morn"Er—Daisy," he said at last, "will
ing," was the quiet response. "1 will
of you have something to eat now and
pay you a month's ealary Instead
walk back, or shall we have nothing
I cannot have my
the usual notice.
to eat and go back by train?"—Peara
of
the
In
charge
children
darling
son's.
person who so shamelessly pursues a
rich man."
Hoity Toity.
The unexpectedness of the dismissal
Selden in tils Table Talk writes: "In
was such a shock that Audrey was too
Queen Ellzalietb's time gravity and
dazed to argue against the charge.
In King James'
state were kept up.
She had nowhere to go. and the pitifulBut In
time things were pretty well.
would
receive
would
she
sum
small
ly
Charles' time there bas been
King
The
weeks.
two
than
not last more
nothing but French-more and the cushhappy light gone from her eyes, she ion
dance, omnium gatherum, tolly
groped her way to her room, scarce
polly. hoite cometolte."
seeing through her tears.
This phrase In modern French Is
There was no relenting the next
haut comme toit.
few
her
belongings
morning, and. with
The late Dr. Brewer, in his "Dicpacked in the tiny trunk, she was drivtionary of Phrnse and Fable." says:
en to the station for the early train.
"The most probable derivation I
To her surprise the major was Impaknow Is this: What we call 'seesaw'
the
rear
In
the
platform
tiently pacing
used to be called 'holty toity.' hoity
He hurried
of the diminutive depot
being connected with bolt (to leap up).
forward to assist her to alight, but Autwins
dut 'high.' 'height.' and tolt.v
from
him.
drey shrank
t'other holt'—1. e.. flret one side hoite,
"1 thought you would be going to
then the other side."—London Note· !
town ou this train," he cried exultantand Querle·.
ly. "I'm going too. Didn't Isabel

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

is I am relieved of rheumatism, my itomaob does not bother me any, and I have
agood appetite—can eat anything I want.
I am feeling better than I have for year*.
I want to eay right here, this is the
greatest medicine I ever heard of. You
who
may use my name, for I want others
are troubled in the same way to be re·
lieved as I have been."
Another caller was Mr. W. B. Stewart,
100 West Madison street, who said:
"I have had stomach trouble for years,
and any one who is afflicted in this way
knows what an awful distressed feeling
it causes. Many a time I have felt that
I would give most any price to be cured,
it was by accident that I heard of this
I immediately
man Cooper's remedies.
made up my mind to buy a treatment of
him. I have been using it about two
weeks and it is impossible to tell bow
much troMii it has one me. I feel altogether different; I have more life and
This
energy than I bave had for years.

a

!

Mouldings y;,

&

Busy City.

a

F. A. Shurtleff & Co., the Local

Since the announcement lut week that
copy of
had secured the local agency for the
tbey
a castle on the Rhine which be had famous
Cooper Remedies, F. A. Shurtseen on one of his summer trips, anu leff & Co. bave been besieged with inthe celebrated Mr.
Audrey's Imagination supplied the rest quiries regarding
and the work be is now doing in
The major was a bachelor and sel- Cooper
Chicago. In response to tbe expressed
dom entertained on a large scale, but desire of many persons for more news
man
every night the lights flashed across regarding this remarkable young
and bis medicine, tbe following is taken
the gH'terlng snow, and Audrey loved
from a recent issue of tbe Chicago Jourto stand by the window and Imagine nal:
that there lived the knight who some
Still more cases are heard from, and
day would come to rescue her from the the contiuued stream of humanity poured into the Public Drug Co., 150 State
ogre as represented by Mrs. Thomp·
in search for tbe reson-Terhune, the major's niece and street, yesterday

Kirkwood to have his home

Audrey had faced tho situation
bravely, and for the two years since

To each cup of flaked and freshened
fish, add two well-beaten eggs; season
with pepper, and salt if needed; drop by
tablespoons into hot fat and fry until

CODFISH

—

grave.

Recipes.

AND

:#

riciure rrames

·

By EriS W. SARGENT.

wrecked credit of the Institution, and
the treachery of some of the directors
combined with the wreck of his fortune had sent Henry Sheldon to his

Codfish freshened and flaked at home
is favored in my family above that which
is purchased already shredded, but that
is simply a matter of taste, and the
shredded codfish can be used if preferred. The best codfish is of a rich,
creamy color, in thick, moist pieces, instead of being white, shining and dry
from too much salt. Prepared in suitable ways, it is equally nice for breakfast, luncheon, dinner or supper.
CODFISH

•

It was only two years since Audrey
herself had been a social queen of a
small domain, but something had gone
wrong In her father's bank. She never
understood what It was, but his personal fortune had gone to sustain the

celery, or olives, or cress, or cold-slaw,
or—whatever.—Good Housekeeping.
Codfish

! AUDREY'S I Keen Local Interest
KNIGHT. I
In L. T. Cooper's Work

neighbor.

?
anything so
question with some

large

First-class work done.

house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

PATES.

A good supper dish is this oyster
shortcake: Make a rich, light, baking
powder biscuit dough and bake in a
One owning It was sure to
layer cake tin. Split and butter when
He hoped his asking was no
it comes from the oven. Scald the
strained liquor from the oysters. Make
We tried his eloquence to
a white sauce in the usual way, using
And so our vague ularm to
two tableepoone each of flour and butter to one and one-half cups of scalded
He found he could not make a
—.
his
to
tell
And wont elsewhere
milk. Add the oysters to the hot broth
and cook until the edges curl; skim, season with a tablespoon of butter, salt,
No. 67.—Double Diagonal.
Diagonals, downward from the first and cayenne to taste; take out the oysand lay on the halves of shortcake.
and last letters of the first word, mean ters
Blend the sauce aud liquor and pour
makes hot and lises.
over when putting together.
Sprinkle
1. Sustains. 2. A part in vocal muwith minced parsley. Keep hot.
sic. 3. Young tree or bush. 4. Used
we seen

A Jolly Gem· In Which Two Team·
Content For Point·.
Bubble blowing is certainly lots of
fun. but bubble bowling is much more
•xcitlng. says the Washington Star.

OTSTER SHORTCAKE.

stance It gave remarkable relief."
Anyone who doubts Mr Howe's experience le
Invited to write him for further details.
The manufacturers have so much confidence

execution dated K'eb. 15th, 1908, issue·! on a
judgment teii'iered by the Justices of our Suof Franklin
preme Judicial Court for the county
at he term thereof begun an 1 held on the tlrst
Tue-Mav of February, to wit: On the 12th daof February, lsOS, In favor of Sarah K. Blethen
of Strong, In said county of Franklin, against
Fred A. Flint of said Strong, for Ave hundied
a
tlftv two dollars and Uftv cent*, debt or damage,
and fourteen «loi ars and tlfty-flve cents, costs of
sidt, and will be sold at public auction at the
office of Wright A Wheeler. In Paris, In said
countv of <>xf ·γ<·, to the highest bidder, on the
twentieth day of Mav, A. I) 1908, at ten o'clock
2 1-2 story dwelling-house,
In the forenoon, the followlug described real esof West Paris. t
located in the
ite, and all the right, tide and Interest which
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room, the xald Fred A Fllut has and had In and to the
on the tlri-t day of May, A D. 1907, at two
Kume
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
hours and flve minutes In the afternoon, the time
The
and pear trees.
with
wh> η the name was attached on the writ In the
ings are situated high from the street, »ame su'.t, to wit: a certain tract or parcel <·ί
nal
with broad piazza shaded with vines, l>nd nltuatid In Lincoln I'lintatlon, lu the
of Oxford and --tate of Maine, lietter
A spring of county
commanding a tine view.
known as Wilson's Mills, bounded as follows,
These build-1 northerlv by theol I Fred A. Flint farm, eastpure water on premises.
the Taylor
ings are well and prettily furnished and erly by Bennett laud, southerly
westerly by the Magalloway river,
the owner would be glad to sell the i
Fox.
one
acre
one
occupied by
except
furniture and
11ARKY L». COLE, Deputy Sheriff.
furnishings with the I II 13

MANAGER.

Morris Klain,

!

a

felt a return of the disease, had no use
crutches or cane since the llrst day's treatment.
"I have since recommended Uric-O to hundreds
of friends an 1 acquaintances and In every in-

?5e bottle of Urlc-O free to all Rheumatics who
have never used It anil are looking for a permanent. lasting cure for this most distressing disAddress for free trial. Smith Drug Co.,
ease.

Wayside Laundry,

apple

!

—

for

In the

Asont for

village

ο

I slept and rented well all that night,
"jiuething 1 ha·! not done before for two years.
I used In all six bott'e* of Urlc-O and have never

W. A. Porter,

Family Washings

FRIED

cure, as

C'HWDLKK,
....

Howe,

a

winsville, N. Y., saye: "I visited the best phyel«
cian In this country, who treated me for about
1 spent In that time
two years for rheumatism.
several hundred dollars ami seemed to «row

Also Window ά Door Frames.

Is

οοοοοοο
ο

FOB

—

CIIASULEK,

1 will furnish IKH>RS ami WINDOWS of any
SI ό or Style at reasonable prices.

West Sumner,

3.

He asked the

RICHARDS,

SOUTH

Builders' Finish !

W.

οοοοοοο

;
With him there was no wish to
He spurned tho thought with growing

Rheumatic Pains Goiquered by
W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.
First Dose ot Uric-O.

K.

2.

Had

General Line Farm Machinery.

Planing, Sawing

ο

He'd sell It to us, oh, so
Just see the flowers, what

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

R. W.

ο

He said 'twas framed by fashlon'a
And called It worthy of an

of defective eyee.
"A stitch in time saves nine."

Sulky Plows.

A.

ο

I

Came In between to stop our —.
'Twas held at arm's length by a

forming a horizontal chink.
Everybody has seen children

Spreaders,
Disk

3.
Ο

No. 66.—Beheaded Rhyme.
My friend and I in idle
Were much engaged when, lo, a

they look at some distant object, draw their eyes together,

do that,

Manure

2.
Ο

FILLING

BOWLING WITH BUBBLES.

come.

In making oyster filling for pates, seafor a change with a little curry
powder, instead of the everlasting "pinch
of mace;" or add to the mixture half a
cup of cepes, soaked overnight and
drained. To be sure there's not much
flavor to them, but neither is there to
the canned mushrooms, which are chiefly
useful as additions to bulk and appearance—if we will be honest about it.

Down: 1. One who plots or contrives.
2. Birds that sit or incubate. 3. Deprives of helm or guide.
Across: 1. One more In addition to a
former numlier. 2. That of which anything is composed. 3. The kneecap or
cap of the knee.

OR

s,

Cylinder

Gasoline

1.
Ο

ο

son

May first.
son

Looooooo

having

FARM

The old saw, "He was a bold man who
first ate an oyster," might be modernised into, "He is a rash man who ever
ea's a raw oyster." Cooked ones, I believe, are not under the ban, so they are
still interesting and "at home" until
OYSTEB

No. 65.—Greek Croat.

ways
store, 35c.

ted··

η

tu hear from

■leep.

handy—always safe—alMAINE. homes—always
At the
reliable and efficacious.

SOUTH PARIS,

Vacation.

Before Oyster

No. 64.—Diamond.
1. A letter in spring. 2. A cover. 3
A substance not tluld. 4. Complete ab
5. That which feudt
sence of noise.
6. It afford!
off attacks of danger.
good sport In winter. 7. A letter in

The "L. F." Atwood's Bitters have
earned a great reputation by relieving
sickness and promoting health.
They
are the "family physician," the great
household remedy in thousands of

F. A. THAYER,

—Wa

Correspondence on topic· ot Interest to the ladle·
laioficlted. Addreee: Editor Homimaimi'
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parte, Me.

Yours respectfully,
Mrs. Mary Stevens.

White.

Family Rotary

A

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

An Invaluable

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

People's Water Company.
AXill'AL JIEKTIK,

Notice is hereby given that the
annual meeting of the stockholders
of the People's Water Company, for
the election of officers for the ensuing
year will be held at the office of the
Treasurer in South Paris on Saturday, April 4, 190S, at five o'clock,

P. M.

ii-n

medicine certainly does stimulate and
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Treas.
strengthen the whole system. The tired
South Paris, Me., March 17. 190S.
feeling and weak condition of the stomI feel
ach has entirely passed away.
well again."
Mr. Cooper said, in speaking of the

HILLS,

matter: "It usuafe takes from three to
Ave weeks for people to feel the effects
I will have
ι of medicines in such cases.
hundreds during the remainder of my
stay in this city call and thank me for
what the medicine has done for them in
cases of catarrh, stomach trouble, rheu1
matism and nervousness. I am always
glad to shake bands with persons who
If
have been restored to good health.
there is anything that we should appre
ciate in this life it is good health."
I

THE

Jeweler and Graduate

L

MM

tAH IH.

rluMT

Optician.

NORWAY, MAINE,

Vast Dimensions of the Sun as Com·
pared With the World.

A (lime held at arm's length from
lie eye will much more than cover the
If li were
•ntire disk of the suit.
plu cd ut the exact point of coincidence
and its diameter arid distance from the
pye accurately measured, it might Im>
used as a means of determining the
iin's diameter. Ids distance being
known. The foremost philosopher» of
Ioiik ago would have been appalled at
the true statement of both the sun's

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
I RADE m»KM

Designs

τ w *

Copyrights Ac.

■

Anyone «ending Λ iketrh and dMWlptlon may
quickly of certain our opinion free whether ui
Invention u probably patentable. Commonii-a·
tlonintrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta
lent free. Oldest agency for rei-urmg patent».
I'atcnt* taken through Mnnn A t o. recclre
Ifteial notice, without cbarite. Id the

ills ta nee and its size.
The sun's diameter is ulwut Stîiî.ooo
miles, it is bewildering to In* assured
•hat it would take 1,300,000 earths to
equal the sun in volume. If the inferior of that truly gigantic globe were
hollow and the earth were placed at its
••enter with the moon revolving about
it at its usual mean distance of nearly
240,000 miles, there would still exist a
vacuity between the moon and the Inclosing shell of the sun of nearly 2<n>.This is perhaps the most
000 miles.
graphic and Impressive Illustration posWe
sible of the sun's colossal bulk.

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated woekly. r.aree«t rtr·
rulatlon of any iClontlBc Journal. Ternii. lo t
year: fourraonthe.il. tMdbyall newidealer*.

& C0,36tBr°ad»ay. New York
MUNN
Branch Offlce. 626 Κ 8U Wa»hlu*tun. D. C.

must note, however, that the density
of the sun Is only about one-quarter
that of the earth, so that it would
weigh only as much as 3.'ί0.000 earths
In very round numbers the sun's
weight may l»e stated at two octillion
tons, which If expressed in figures

would require almost as many ciphers
newsjwper line can accommodate.
A very comprehensive Illustration of
the pygmean dimensions of the earth
as compared with the sun Is to represent the latter by a globe two feet In
is a

OUK

diameter and the earth by a dalntj
And yet the little pea weighs
pea.
As to
more than six qulntllllon tons.
the solar surface, it Is some 12,000
times that of our planet Yet the sun
when compared with Its true peers,
the stars. Is not only of extraordinary
size, but in all probability Is only to
be ranked among the medium self luminous I η χ lies which sparkle in "heaven's ebon vault." And because of Its
humble

J". H. Fletolaer,
Confectioner,

—

payable any where in the
STATES, we are prepared

FATE AND A NAME.

in EUROPE, ASIA,
AMERICA.
SOUTH
MEXICO, and the WEST INDIES,
AUSTRALIA, and the EAST INDIES, the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
and SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Norway National Bank,
Norway, Mo.

SyThirty-five years of successful
vice to depositors.

}

Κ ILL the COUCH

and

FOR Colds8

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

these.

lionaire.

"I would put It even stronger than
that," replied the private tutor. "I may
eay that he Is actually stranded on
them."—Chicago Kecord-Herald.

Certainly Would.
Mau (to villager)—'Wouldn't It
open your eyes If you were to look
across at that lot there and sêe one of
Vil»ur city skyscra|K'rs covering It?

City

Ιφ>

Man—Waal. I guess I would, seeI've got twenty head o' cattle
rrtzla' there.—Bohemian.

in'

ns

JSk.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OK MONEY REFUNDED.

sees

Well Grounded.
"Ie my son getting well grounded in
the classics?" asked the anxious mil-

LUNC8

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

inscription:

as

THE

Dr. King's
New Discovery

of literature. No problem daunts the
modern advertising man.
In the window of a little book store
in Eighth avenue. New York, was rerently heaped a great pile of Bibles
marked very low. Never before were
Bibles offered at such a bargain, and
above them all In big letters was the
low

CURE

with

great genius displayed in
in the higher branches

ns

ser-

NOTICE.
in the DUtrlct Court of the United Suttee for tli«
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
GKORGK W. LIBBY,
of Porter, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of licorne W. l.lbby In the
County of Oxforil ami dUtrlct afore»al<i
Notice le hereby given that on tie Tth day of
March, Λ. 1>. 1808, the Mid Geortt W, Llbby
waa duly a Ijudleated bankrupt, ami that the lirai
meeting of IiU creditors will lie held at the oftke
of the Referee, No. c Market Square, .South 1'arli·,
i<n the i*)th day of ΜΛ·., A. I>. I9UH, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the «aid creditor*
may atteml, prove their claline, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other butlneee a* may properly come be·
fore «aid meeting1008.
South l'aria, March
WALTER I.. GRAY,
Rnferer In Bankrupt··*.

as

Bibles sold

to iuue

and TOWNS

Satan Terrified.

Satnn trembles when he

UNITED

AFRICA,

Herald.

advertising

—

checks for any amount ON MOKE
TUAN TWO THOUSAND CITIES

John, When Borne by Royalty, Seems
Linked With Misfortune.
It Is interesting und somewhat curious to note the insistence with which
misfortune has dogged the name of
•John" when borne by royal persons,
η It hough no ill omen seems to attach
to it in the wise of ordinary citizens.
For instance. King John of England
iins always been regarded, whether a!
together Justly or not. as a most lnfu
John of France wa>
mous prince.
taken captive by the Black Prince, ami
John Balllol of Scotland was most
thoroughly despised by hfs country
men on account of his fawning aft!
tilde toward the English. Itolwrt III
of Scotland changed his name from
John, but this did not save him from
his destiny, lie himself was a crip;·!·
and died of a broken heart, the mo
tragic fates having overtaken all mos*
dear to him.
John 1. of Bohemia wai blind. Tin
Pope John I. was imprisoned by tin
kin-; of the Goths. and P« ·*> John X
was driven from Itome by the Duke ot
Tuscany. Pope John XI. was impels
oneil by his brother and is supposed t"
have been poisoned, a fate similar to
that of Pope John XIV.
Pope John
XV. was forced to I lee fr m ÎÎ' ·*:»<* and
died of fever i:i Tuscany. John XVI.
dubbed the "uutipoye." ;ifter a tntrVisi
career, was brutally tortured -i'id c«»u
signed to a dungeon for the brief re
mainder of his life.
John I. of Constantinople was ρ«Ί ·<>··
ed; John II. was killed while It··
wild boar, and John ill. was d;»:hro>M«i
his eyes put out and left to «lit· in ρ i
on.
John I. of Castile was kiilcd i \ :
fall from his horse.
Tills Is not by any means u complet·
list of the unlucky Johns, but ! serve
to show the fatality which seems »
cling about the name In s > far as
alty is concerned.—Chic ag> lit id
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one,

stars.

There is

Norway, Me.

Opp. Sim Houao.

it has a place, although a
among the "variable"

spottedness

DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

is the choice of every girl who liai
ever tasted it.
The reas>u is sim
pie: pure, high-grade materials.

ο close out odd
|
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—

Carpets
patterns

and clean

ψ stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

